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Bar access lures out-of-towners to city 
Editor's note: The fallowing is the 
first in a series of articles on access to 
alcohol. 
By Audra Franks 
Copy editor 
The bar-entry age of 18, the pres- 
ence of alcohol and the large amount 
of students in search of a party pro- 
mote not only university students to 
frequent downtown but also students 
from surrounding colleges and uni- 
versities. 
"We heard this is a party town, 
plus we have a lot of friends down 
here," said Wendy Dunn, 19, a student 
from Georgetown College, while 
waiting in front of O'Riley's Pub on a 
Thursday night. "We don't really go 
there just to drink, we go there to 
dance and stuff, but not necessarily 
just to drink. It's just a place to dance 
and socialize.*' 
The bar-entry age attracts most 
out-of-towners, students who travel 
from their college town K> party in 
Richmond. 
"It is the fact that they're allowed 
in down there," said Katherine Staib. 
attorney for the Alcohol Beverage 
University 
employee 
slain over 
weekend 
By Ken Hollo way- 
News editor 
The stabbing death of a university 
office-supply supervisor is under in- 
vestigation by the Richmond City 
Police, according to Richmond De- 
tective Scott Gasser. 
Donald Newland, 42. died from 
multiple stab wounds to his upper 
torso and had internal hemorrhaging, 
Gasser said. 
A press release issued by the 
Richmond Police said Newland also 
sustained stab injuries to the head. 
Because the case is currently under 
investigation and because a suspect in 
the investigation is a juvenile, the 
Richmond City Police would not re- 
lease additional information about the 
case. 
Sgt. Alan Love of the Richmond 
police, said information was being 
withheld because of strict orders is- 
sued by District Judge Julia Adams. 
Detective Rick Bates of the Berea 
Police said his department was the 
first to receive a call concerning a 
suspect in the case. 
Bates said at approximately 2 a jn. 
Sunday, the police department re- 
ceived a call from a clerk who works 
at M and W Standard gas station 
about a subject attempting to sell a 
portable television. The clerk said the 
juvenile had a considerable amount of 
blood on his hands and face. Bates 
said. 
Approximately five to 10 minutes 
later, according to Bates, Madison 
County Deputy Sheriff Howard Evans 
and Constable J.B. Marcum spotted a 
See SLAIN, Page A8 
Destination: 
DOWNTOWN 
Control Board.'It's kind of where the 
action is, and where they can get in." 
"It's Thursday night, and there's 
nothing to do at UK except the bars, 
and I'm not old enough to get into the 
bars there," said a UK freshman, 
Christopher Clem, while waiting in 
line for the Family Dog. 
Even though no city ordinances 
have been passed in either Richmond 
or Lexington to ban those under 21 
from entering bars, individual bars in 
Lexington have decided to deny entry 
to those under the legal drinking age, 
according to Staib. 
"The Attorney General's office, 
in 1968. gave an opinion concerning 
minors 18 to 20 being inside places 
which serve alcohol." said Robert 
Mudd, owner of Phone 3 Lounge. 
"They weren't allowed in unless there 
was a legitimate reason to be in the 
ban dancing, bands, live entertain- 
ment of that sort" 
"So, that's what their opinion was," 
Mudd said. •They don't consider tele- 
vision or jukeboxes to be a legitimate 
reason to be in a bar." 
According to Section 38B of city 
ordinance 87-05, 18 to 20 year olds 
are permitted to "enter a licensed es- 
tablishment for the purpose of danc- 
ing" only if the "licensed establish- 
ment possess a valid dance license." 
If the establishment, which sells 
alcohol also has a "dance license" city 
ordinance permits those under 21 to 
enter for the purpose of dancing. 
Under former mayor Earl Baker, 
an ordinance was introduced to keep 
those under 21 from entering the bars, 
but Mayor Ann L. Durham said she 
could not endorse any such legislation 
because of the litigation which would 
"The state law allows them to go 
in a public place," Durham said. The 
Prognu photo by BILL LACKEY 
See ACCESS, Page A7    Downtown bars, such as O'Riley's, attract students from universities throughout the state. 
What a drag 
Progrtss photo by MIKE MORRIS 
Jeffrey Dill, a speech and theatre arts Instructor, takes a rest before beginning the third 
performance of Cinderella Monday. The ballet was produced by the Richmond Ballet and 
Included university faculty and students. 
Todd, Dupree halls 
will 'key' elevators 
over spring break 
By Terry Sebastian 
Assistant news editor 
Residents of Todd and Dupree 
halls will discover after spring break 
that one of their hall elevators will not 
stop on the second, third or fourth 
floors. 
The process is called keying an 
elevator, and both halls have decided 
to implement this method in an effort 
to service its residents on the higher 
floors. 
Darin Raglin, Todd Hall's student 
president, said one of the elevators in 
both Todd and Dupree would stop at 
the lobby and fifth through 11 th floors 
only, while the other elevator would 
service all floors. 
Student governments in both halls 
brought th is issue before its members 
in their regular business sessions with 
a majority of students passing this 
proposal. 
Deana Culver, area coordinator 
for Dupree, said it was favored by 
residents in Dupree. 
There was a mutual agreement 
among the residents, and they said 
they wanted to try it," Culver said. 
Jeanette Crockett, dean of student 
life, said the idea was suggested to the 
Residence Hall Association. 
"When we were talking to RHA 
about this, we did some looking into 
it," Crockett said. "A lot of high rises 
key their elevators to cut down on the 
wait 
"It's not a new idea. Itwasn'teven 
a proposal, it was just a suggestion." 
Crockett said die suggestion of 
keying a hall's elevator was proposed 
to all halls, not just Todd and Dupree. 
Todd and Dupree were the ones 
to come forth and said they wanted to 
try it," Crockett said." Their hall coun- 
cils wanted to vote on it for next year. 
This couldn't be done since it would 
mean that the present hall council 
would be voting on an idea that would 
affect people next year. 
"So they came back and said they 
wanted to try it this semester." 
Telford and Keene were among 
the halls that decided against keying 
the elevators. 
"Our hall council decide not to. 
They saw no need for it," said Jim 
Gay, hall director for Keene. "We 
have injuries a lot; like people on 
crutches, so we need the elevators." 
'The hall council at Telford wasn't 
in favor of it The R As look it back to 
their floors and the residents decided 
against it," said Holly Beasley, ares 
coordinator for Telford and Walters. 
"They said if someone sprang their 
ankle then there would be a problem 
with not having that elevator." 
Residents of Dupree and Todd 
however have a positive position on 
the keying of their elevators. 
"I like the idea," said Steve Collins, 
a nursing major and a seventh-floor 
resident of Todd. "I always have to 
wait about five minutes when I go to 
use the elevator. This will help." 
Collin's response seems to sum up 
the general feelings toward keying the 
elevators in Todd and Dupree 
"It's not like it's a big problem 
now," said Sally Hahn, a pre-occupa- 
tional therapy major and a lOth-floor 
resident of Dupree. "I don't have a 
problem with the elevators, only when 
people on the second floor use the 
See ELEVATORS, Page A8 
Verbal dispute in McGregor Hall 
results in university investigation 
Bill would increase 
L 
By Terry Sebastian 
Assistant news editor 
Verbal and physical exchanges 
between university students in McG- 
regor Hall early Saturday morning 
have prompted an investigation by 
university administrators and public 
safety officers. 
Campus police are investigating 
two related incidents involving as 
many as nine students. Assistant di- 
rector of public safety Wynn Walker 
said he could not comment until the 
officers had contacted all the students 
involved. 
The incidents apparently started 
on the elevator in McGregor. 
At 1:33 a.m.. public safety offi- 
cers were alerted of a disturbance on 
the fifth floor by Stella Perry, night 
deskworker for McGregor. 
The officers encountered several 
women engaged in a loud argument 
and physical confrontation, according 
to die police report 
Chandra Bland, a resident of the 
fifth floor, and Althea Reed, Telford 
Hall, told the officers that Kristine 
Ohlcr, also a resident of the fifth floor, 
made racially offensive remarks to 
them in the elevator, according to the 
report 
Both parties agree that verbal as- 
saults first occurred in the elevator. 
According to Bland, after she and her 
friends got off the elevator. Order and 
April Lewis,afriend of B land's, began 
to fight because of what had been said 
I 
in the elevator. The fight was breaking 
up as the officers arrived. Bland said. 
Lewis was unable to be reached 
for comment. 
However, Order said the fight 
began after she left the elevator and 
returned to her room. While in her 
room, Ohler said she heard a lot of 
noise coming from the hall. 
"I went out to ask them to be quiet 
and reminded them that it was quiet 
hours," Ohler said. This is when it 
(the fight) started." 
"It just happened. They started 
pushing toward me and this girl, who 
I had never seen before, had her finger 
up in my face," Ohler said. "I pushed 
See MCGREGOR, PageM 
inside retirement benefits 
■ All-State Ken Holloway 
High School News ^/^ 
Art Exhibit in University faculty and staff who 
Giles Gallery are close to being eligible for retire- 
brimming ment may receive more service credit 
with talant if ,ney decide to follow the rules es- 
Vk r M tabUshed under House BUI 205. 
\ f rB\l* o£ HB 205. sponsored by Rep. N. 
Accent .... B1 Clayton Litde, D-Hartlcy, and co- 
Activities                          B 4&5 sponsoredby 11 other representatives. 
Arts/Entert'ainrne'rit*.'.'.'.'. B 2&3 ^SM? J^ooT Sffi £ 
riaeetfio/ta >c « before Jan. 1, 1990. who have 27 
uassnnas . « years of service or who are age 55 with 
New beginnings A3 io years of service with an additional 
News A 1-8 io percent of actual service credit if 
Perspective A 2&3 they would retire between June 1 and 
People poll A3 Aug. 31.1991. 
Police beat A 5 The bill would also stipulate that 
Sports B 6,7&8 "^ service credit bonus shall not be 
■HM^^aaaiHM counted when early retirement penal- 
5 
■ Student representative 
shares views on Council term 
      Paq#A4 
ties are determined, and it prescribes 
retirement applications be submitted 
between Jan. 1 and March 31. 1991 
except in cases of disability or death. 
Little said two years ago a retire- 
ment plan similar to HB 205 was es- 
tablished for state employees in every 
branch of government He said teach- 
See RETIREMENT. Page AS 
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Senate applicants must put 
needs of students foremost 
Student senate elections are just around the cor- 
ner, and all too often candidates find student senate 
as an opportunity to add accomplishments to their 
resumes, and they lose sight of what student senate 
should really be setting out to do - inform and aid 
students about what is going on around them. 
We think attention should be given to a variety of 
areas. 
The hopeful senate seekers should set minimum 
and maximum goals in their 
platforms. Too often those 
seeking office try to prom- 
ise the moon, and when they 
get into office they realize 
they haven't got the means 
to get those goals accom- 
plished. By then it is too 
late. 
We think those elected to student association 
positions should do more in terms of working with 
alternate forms of entertainment. This is one of those 
attainable goals that isn't out of reach of a hard- 
working association member. Certainly programs 
that do not cost a bundle could be thought up and 
carried out with the right planning. 
We think the next administration should look at 
implementing a punitive and/or rewards system, 
whereby senators would be encouraged to attend 
meetings and initiate programs and ideas. Those 
who are only on the board to pad their resumes — 
as, alas, some are — would be demoted or dis- 
missed from the senate. Although the senate cur- 
rently has a system whereby senators are impeached 
for three unexecuted misses, we feel that they should 
be given some sort of incentive to do more than just 
attend meetings. 
We also encourage well-scheduled debates be- 
tween candidates to better inform the students about 
whom they are going to be electing. We encourage 
open forums, whereby 
those seeking office in 
the student senate can 
air out their views on 
issues and answer perti- 
nent questions put forth 
by the media and con- 
cerned students. 
And most important 
we feel that the candidates should do more to fight 
for student rights, be more tuned in to what is going 
on around campus as well as on a statewide and 
national scope. 
Although the university administration should 
work in conjunction with the student senate in find- 
ing ways to help students, we feel it is too easy for 
many elected association members to get caught up 
in the political process - to put resume and job 
opportunity above the needs of the students. 
We await the opportunity to examine the candi- 
dates and their platforms. 
It is too easy for many elected 
association members to get caught up 
in the political process - to put 
resume and job opportunity above the 
needs of the students.  
To the editor: 
Scholarship qualifications unfair 
Recently I received information 
from the university pertaining to schol- 
arships and it seems Mack students 
and white students do not compete for 
all scholarships on an equal basis. The 
university has set up a scholarship for 
blacks only. A scholarship based on 
race is racist How many while stu- 
dents do you have on campus strug- 
gling financially to stay in school 
because they cannot get a scholarship 
but have higher academic credentials 
than black students receiving these 
scholarships? 1 suspect white students 
don't know about the scholarships 
being held for blacks or they are afraid 
to apply because they are while. What 
would EKU do if hundreds of while 
students started applying for these 
scholarships? Would the school pass 
over them, even if they had better 
credentials, because they are while? 
Remember the Bakke case? 
It may not be politically advisable 
for your paper to take a position on this 
very sensitive subject However, you 
may want to inform the student body 
that blacks and whites are not treated 
equally by the university. 
Marcus S. Hash 
Frankfort 
Readers differ on smoking, review of play 
In regard to John Scott's editorial 
letter (March 1,1990). I believe that 
smoking has impaired his brain cells. 
Such statements made are typically of 
a person who is addicted to his/her 
habit 
Cigarette smoking has clearly been 
identified as a major cause of morbid- 
ity and mortality. Cigarette smokers 
experience a 70 percent greater risk 
for coronary disease. A smoker who 
has a heart attack is more likely to die 
than a non-smoker. Smoking has a 
significant economic impact In 1985, 
S22 billion of the country's total health 
care costs were directly related to 
cigarette smoking. The cost of smok- 
ing to die total economy in 198S, 
including health care costs and lost 
productivity, exceeded $65 billion. In 
calendar  year   1988,   Kentucky's 
Medicaid expenditures for smoking- 
related diagnoses were as follows: a 
total of 590.9888,679 was paid on 
behalf of 105397 patients; $22, 
462,777 of this was attributed to 
smoking and of this amount Ken- 
tucky stale tax dollars paid 28 percent 
or $6289328. In 1983 alone, more 
than $266 million of all medical care 
costs in Kentucky were related to 
smoking, according to the February 
1990 Kentucky Epidemiologic Notes 
and Reports. 
You see, Mr. Scott, smoking af- 
fects all of us. Many of us can not 
afford medical insurance because it is 
so high. Forty percent of children in 
this country under 5 years of age are 
not supported by insurance. Smoking 
is a habit that everyone should kick — 
for many reasons — and the reasons 
are obvious. 
Raymond B. Otero. Ph.D. 
Professor 
I am writing in response to the 
article that was published in the Feb. 
22 edition of The Eastern Progress. 
The author lead me to believe that 
The Music Man," the recent musical 
play performed on campus, was a total 
wasteof time and money. After watch- 
ing the same performance, I totally 
disagree with the author's attitude 
about the marvelous musical hit From 
now on, I prefer that the author try lo 
overlook the little mistakes that may 
accompany a first performance. 
Alexander Lyttie 
Commonwealth Hall 
Keep New York garbage out of Kentucky 
Currently pending before the 
General Assembly are Senate Bill 260 
and House Bill 565. These two bills 
are identical in content and purpose. 
Some call them the "New York State 
Garbage Bills" because their intent is 
to put a slop to the important ion of 
out-of-stale garbage into Kentucky. 
For some time now, many states 
have been sending their garbage to 
Kentucky by the trailer load. The most 
prominent reasons New York and other 
eastern states send us their garbage 
are: 
1. It is cheaper than keeping it 
there. 
2. No one in our local and state 
government seems to be paying atten- 
tion. 
3. There is little to no control placed 
over landfills in this state in terms of 
location, operation and accountabil- 
ity. 
4. We don't seem to mind. 
SB 260 and HB 565 will change 
all of that by: 
1. Giving local governments more 
control of the siting, operation and 
administration of landfills. 
2. Requiring local governments to 
establish solid waste plans that meet 
criteria for minimal solid waste ca- 
pacity assurance. 
3. Encouraging garbage reduction 
through recycling of metals, paper 
and wood. 
SB 26(1 and HB 565, if passed, will 
not close down or alter existing indus- 
trial-owned landfills or adversely af- 
fect die legitimate economy of our 
state. 
For either of these bills to pass, 
support must be demonstrated by those 
of us concerned about New York gar- 
bage finding its way into Kentucky in 
ever-increasing tonnage. 
If you care, please call 1-800-372- 
7181 and tell your state legislators that 
you are expecting diem lo fully sup- 
port SB 260 and HB 565. Your call 
will make a difference. 
Robert A. Roland 
Somerset 
Guidelines for letters to the editor 
The Eastern Progress encourage* in 
readers to write letters 10 the editor on 
topic* of interest to the university com- 
munity. 
Letters submitted for publication 
should by typed and double-spaced. They 
should be no longer than 250 words. The 
Progress may condense letters over 250 
Leans should be addressed to the 
newspaper end must contain the author's 
address end telephone number. Letters 
mutt also include the author's signature. 
Carbon copies, photocopies and letters 
with illegible signatures will not be ac- 
cepted. 
Unsigned letters will not be accepted 
under any circumstances. 
The Pi ogres* use* it* own judgment 
to determine if a letter is libelous or in 
poor taste and reserve* the right lo reject 
any letter. 
The Progress also give* reader* an 
opportuni ty to expreas mo re detailed opin- 
ions m a column called "Your Turn." 
These column* should be in the form 
of an editorial or essay. Those uHereelnd 
in writing a "Your Turn" column should 
contact the editor before submitting an 
article. 
Letters and columns should bemai led 
to The Eastern Progress, 117 Donovan 
Annex, Eastern Kentucky University, 
Richmond Ky. 40475. 
The deadline for submitting a letter 
for a specific issue is noon Monday prior 
to Thursday'i publication. 
Letter* and column* will be printed m 
accordance with available 
<?t>OWNT0WN KICHnOHD 
CXZ.>US[&FSfo 
Lesson about perseverance 
learned from unlikely source 
I admit I have never held 
much respect for professional 
wrestlers, probably because I've 
always thought the tide was 
somewhat of a contradiction of 
terms. And with all due respect to 
the Gorgeous Ladies of Wrestling 
and the not-so-good-looking men, 
I've never considered their talent 
much of a sport. 
Somewhere I got the notion 
that sports foster sportsmanship 
— theoretically, at least — and 
when you pay grown, out-of- 
shape men who call themselves 
"Beautiful Bohemium" to wear 
underwear, masks and capes and 
threaten to "mutilate,'' "pulverize" 
and "destroy'* their opponents, 
and then attack the referee when 
they've lost, I don't think that 
makes for good sportsmanship. 
If their "profession'' has any 
redeeming qualities about it at all, 
it is probably the entertainment 
value from said antics, but that's 
about at 
I never found anything inspi- 
rational in it at all 
But, as I've said, at least pro- 
fessional wrestling has the flashy 
costumes and the catchy names, 
which the high school equivalent 
of the pastime lacks. 
Which is why I never under- 
stood why my two brothers 
became interested in wrestling in 
the first place. 
The older of the two, a senior 
and a natural over achiever, im- 
mediately became one of the fair- 
haired boys of the wresding litter, 
although he did not start wrestling 
until his junior year. Scott's now 
ranked in the top 10 in the state 
and consistently brings home 
awards from various meets. 
The younger joined the wres- 
tling team as a freshman. He 
spends every afternoon and 
Saturday at the school gym lifting 
weights, working out and practic- 
ing half nelsons, sleeper holds. 
double grapevines and other holds 
whose names escape me. 
He practices for hours with his 
brothers, his friends and his dog. 
He watches Saturday afternoon 
professional wresding — there's 
that contradiction again —and 
wishes he could be a Hulk Hogan 
of high school. 
But for all his efforts and all 
his eagerness, Adam never won a 
match. 
Until last semester. After 
losing the first match in a double 
elimination tournament, he 
thought he was out of the match. 
He called home, telling my father 
to come pick him up. 
While he was waiting, he 
heard his name called over the 
loudspeaker to wrestle one more 
time. He did, and ended up 
winning third place, for which he 
received a small bronze metal. 
It's the only time I've ever 
seen anybody actually wear a 
medal they've won. 
In the way of sappy novels, 
where one significant moment 
forever alters a person's life and 
leads to a promising future, I had 
hoped that this was the beginning 
of a winning streak for him. 
It wasn't. 
Scott broke his finger in a 
match and was out for six weeks. 
Adam, the only one left in his 
weight class, took his brother's 
place on the varsity team. He lost 
every match. 
In some odd rule of wresding, 
when his finger had healed Scott 
had to wrestle Adam for his 
position back on the team. 
He pinned him almost immedi- 
ately. 
Although he must have been 
embarrassed, and I imagine at 
least a little dejected at being 
demoted back to junior varsity by 
vitue of a pin, Adam kept 
practicing. 
It seemed to me that he would 
soon tire of an activity he had 
poured every spare moment into. 
And it seemed that since he rarely 
saw any return for all that effort, 
he would quickly sour to that 
activity. 
But through the unlikely 
teacher of wresding, I've learned 
differently. 
At the beginning of this year I 
noticed a list of resolutions taped 
to the wall next to his bed: To 
never be pinned;'' 'To have more 
wins than losses;'' 'To improve 
my ranking;'' 'To finish first in a 
tournament by the end of the 
year." 
I imagine that someone, his 
coach perhaps, told him to make 
up a list of goals, tape them close 
to his bed and read the list every 
morning. 
And I imagine he does. 
I went home to Louisville this 
weekend and Adam met me at the 
door to tell me he had brought 
home second place in a wresding 
tournament —a silver medal. 
"Next time I'm going to win a 
gold one," he told me, pointing to 
the medal he was wearing pinned 
to his T-shirt 
I still have little respect for a 
sport that glorifies body slams, 
power drives and theatrics. I can 
say with a great deal of certainty 
that I will never attend, watch or 
bet on a professional match. And I 
still don't consider it much of a 
sport 
And I can't help but wonder 
how I could find a little bit of in- 
spiration in such a thing 
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People poll 
By Bill Uctey 
How old were you the first time you drank alcohol and why did you try It? 
<L i 
Catherine Anthony, senior. 
psychology and chemistry, Leslie 
County: 
I was around IS, and I was getting 
peer pressure from my friends. 
Keith Goff, junior, police ad- 
ministration, Carrol Iton: 
I was IS, and I did it because of 
peer pressure mostly. A friend had 
some beer, so I thought I'd try it and 
see what it was like. 
Clint Jezlerny, sophomore, 
history education, Stratford, Conn.: 
I was a sophomore in high school 
and 16 years old. I did it because it 
seemed like everyone else was getting 
away with it so I thought, "Why 
shouldn't I?" 
Shauna White, sophomore.     Teresa Carpenter, sopho-     John Bonar. freshman, unde- 
business administration. Corbin: more, nursing. Garret County: dared, Erlangen 
I've never tried it I just never        I was 20, and I wanted to see what        I was probably 16 at the time, and 
wanted to. itwaslike. rvenevertoucheditsince.   I guess I just did it to be one of the 
crowd. 
Curiosity killed the cat, but 
writer content to live with it 
Curiosity. 
The Jets, a Minneapolis 
group, sang about it 
It has also been said to be a 
leading killer of the feline family. 
Interest, thirst for knowledge, 
inquiring minds, nosiness and 
eavesdropping are just a few of 
the words used to speak of this 
desire to learn. 
I have my own terms. 
I have been at the university 
since the summer of 1988, and 
since that time, there have been 
several impulses of curiosity that 
have shot through my system. 
Events or sights that I have seen 
that absolutely drive me crazy. 
These are my thoughts. Ques- 
tions that come to my mind about 
subject matter at the university. 
Things that make me, in the im- 
mortal words of Arsenio Hall, say 
"Hhhhmmm." 
In the Wallace Building on the 
first floor one day, I noticed a 
marquee on the wall which 
informs students where the 
departments are located. 
I saw Mass Communications 
on the marquee with the numbers 
301 beside them. 
This struck my curiosity since 
the mass communications depart- 
ment, which includes journalism, 
broadcasting and public relations, 
moved from the Wallace Building 
to the Donovan Annex Building 
in 1983. 
I'm still curious to this day 
who is in charge of changing this 
information and does he or she 
realize they are seven years 
behind in doing so? 
It is so good to know the uni- 
versity is keeping up with change. 
Alumni Coliseum is another 
place that baffles me. 
I can remember silting in my 
truck 20 minutes one day while I 
tried lo get out of AC parking lot 
to get to the By-pass in order to 
get to work on time. 
I can understand once or 
twice, but waiting to get out of 
Terry 
Sebastian 
My turn 
this parking lot seems to be a 
popular event in my schedule 
every week. An event I did not 
register for. but one I still have to 
pay for in gas. 
This argument may seem 
futile to some people; but after 
driving to school in the mornings, 
attending classes all day and 
dealing with the stress of home- 
work, tests and hunger, silting in 
my truck waiting to depart from 
the university is not my ideal way 
to cope with the situation. 
I guess this situation bothers 
me because there is a simple 
solution to it, but no one will get 
off their tails long enough to lake 
care of it 
The simple solution lo this 
problem would be to install a 
traffic light at the exit of AC so 
that arriving and departing would 
be easier. It would also help 
prevent the fender benders which 
happen at this intersection. 
I'm also curious to know why 
there is only one exit/entrance to 
AC when there is such a large 
amount of traffic coming and 
going. 
I guess I will have to save that 
thought for the next long wait so I 
will have something to do. 
Getting away from the 
parking scene and focusing more 
on academics, which is always 
mind baffling, I often wonder 
why general educations classes 
are so demanding? 
I expect general education 
classes lo involve work, but I find 
myself spending most of my time 
preparing projects, doing papers, 
reading reserved material and 
stressing over classes that are not 
even above the 200 level. 
I realize the university wants 
me to be a well-rounded student 
but give me a break. My major 
classes require enough work as it 
is. It just seems to me that these 
classes should be less demanding 
on a student's time. 
I do not have a problem with 
the general education classes. If a 
student studies for the class, they 
should not have any problem with 
the class. 
However, you have some stu- 
dents that only have just enough 
time to study and not the time for 
extra projects because of work, 
family or sleep. 
It's unfortunate that a lot stu- 
dents who work to support them- 
selves and their family or sleep in 
order to live have to struggle in 
these classes. 
Who knows? 
I can think of several myster- 
ies this university taunts my 
curisoity with, but I am sure I am 
not alone in my reasoning. 
I'm not sure if any of these 
questions have just one answer. 
They may never be answered. I 
am sure I will find answers to 
questions I am not even looking 
for, and I will never know these 
mysteries. 
For example, last Saturday 
night I found out that Alpha 
Lloyd, Mable Minion and Anna 
Simmons were three of the 
founding members of Delta Zeta 
sorority. I was not even looking 
for this information. It was told to 
me in conversation. 
With that in mind, I have 
some hope that at a certain point 
in time I will have the big 
mystery questions answered for 
me. 
But until then. I will have to 
be content with living a life of 
curiosity. 
What a life. 
Sebastian is a sophomore 
journalism major from Richmond. 
Apartment lifestyles ... in OFFBEAT 
 Coming April 5  
The color of a person's skin 
does not determine his worth 
Men have dignity only in so far 
as they share in the attempt to 
advance the common we fare. 
— A. Meiklejohn 
Exactly 22 years ago this 
month, hundreds of sanitation 
workers in Memphis went on 
strike, for both higher wages and 
greater respect 
In a powerful statement before 
the rest of that city, these workers 
marched through the streets to the 
downtown business center. 
Each wore a placard that staled, 
simply, "I am a man." 
This was the last demonstration 
that the Rev. Martin Luther King, 
Jr. would lead before his assassi- 
nation in Memphis on April 4. 
I like to think that this march is 
probably more indicative of the 
true import of King's achieve- 
ments than any other — because 
this wasn't a march for blacks or 
whites. It was simply a march for 
people. 
This was a march on the behalf 
of a lower-income group of 
people, both black and while — 
who deserved to be respected and 
treated as human beings. As men. 
"I have a dream,'* King said in 
one of the most famous speeches 
of the century. And what did he 
say his dream was? 
Was it that certain groups could 
have special favors? Was it that 
one "minority'' would be given 
privileges over another, or that 
"minority'' groups would be given 
preference over "majority" 
groups? 
Was it that political appoint- 
ments and job assignments would 
be decided purely on the basis of 
ethnic origin? 
No. 
His dream, he said, was that 
the day might come when ALL 
MEN   -black,while,red. 
yellow, and all mixtures thereof 
— could join together in the 
refrain of the old traditional 
spiritual song. 
"Free at last! Free at last! 
Thank God Almighty, I'm free at 
last!" 
I think it's important to re- 
member that Because as long as 
there are men of any color 
suffering injustice anywhere, 
none of us are safe. 
As long as black Africans are 
denied basic rights in South 
Africa, I should fear the loss of 
my own in this country. As long 
as political prisoners are tortured 
in the Middle East, I'm sure they 
are still torturing American 
POW's in Viet Nam. 
As long as it remains unsafe 
for certain groups to travel 
through Iran, it will probably be 
unsafe for me to walk through 
Central Park at night — or, for 
that matter, to walk through 
campus. 
A man's dignity is truly pro- 
portional lo the degree to which 
he seeks the betterment of all 
others, regardless of race or creed. 
And I think Dr. King knew that 
To say that King's achieve- 
ments were for the advancement 
of black Americans is to miss the 
point In fact. I think a statement 
like that diminishes the true value 
of his achievements and is an 
insult to his memory. King's 
efforts for the downtrodden and 
forgotten of society meant 
advancement and freedom for all 
Americans, regardless of color. 
Things haven't changed much 
since 1968. The message is still 
the same. I am a man — and if 
you are also a man, you will treat 
me with dignity and respect. 
Anything else should be unthink- 
able. 
Todd is a graduate student in 
music theory from Berea. 
Your Comments Count 
Call THE EASTERN PROGRESS 622-1872 
Add Power to your Mac 
Memory expansion kits from the 
Lexington Computer Store can be 
used to increase the power and 
speed of your Mac.  For example, 
why quit from a word processing 
document to access a spreadsheet? 
Have extra memory installed and 
leave the word processing fileopen 
while     also     opening     the 
spreadsheet file. Or, use Adobe 
TypeManager fornear laser 
quality printing from an 
ImageWriter  without     *■*«" 
having to wait forever 
for each page to print. 
More memory means more power ... 
1 mb SIMMs     80ns "0 each 
1 mb SIMMs   100ns 99.00 each 
Installation (per computer)        25.( 
Memory Upgrades for Mac Plus, SE, SE/30 and Mac II: 
To upgrade a 4-slot 
Mac Plus or SE to this amount of 
memory: 
2mb 
Installation required: 
All four existing 256k SIMMs are removed and 
replaced with two 
1 mb SIMMs. Two SIMM slots are left open. 
2.5 mb Only two 256k SIMMs are removed; two 1 mb 
SIMMs areinstalled. 
4 mb All four 256k SIMMs are replaced with 1 mb 
SIMMs 
To upgrade a 8-slot 
Mac II, Hx, Ilex or SE/30 
to this amount of memory: 
4 mb 
Installation required: 
All four existing 256k SIMMs are removed and 
replaced with four 
1 mb SIMMs. Four SIMM slots left open. 
5mb Keep existing 256k SIMMs; install four 1 mb 
SIMMs 
8mb Remove existing 256k SIMMs; install eight 1 mb 
SIMMs. 
These Special Prices are Effective from February 1 through March 
31. For further information, contact William Rafaill, (800) 432-7329. 
f 
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Lounge Lizards 
Kelll Trimble, a Junior nursing major from Greensburg, and 
Charlie Russel l, a Junior nursing major from Lexington, Va., 
Progress photo by MIKE MORRIS 
took advantage of the sunny spring weather conditions to 
study for their art class In the Ravine Tuesday afternoon. 
Coverlet Special 
regular $26.50 - $56.50 
ON SALE FOR $19.50 - $49.50 
'handcrafted item* 
•Lizzie High dolls 
'gourmet candle* 
•Effenbec dolls 
•silk flowers 
'antiques 
'gourmet coffee 
'Christmas 
potpourri 
'gourmet jams, 
jellies... 
1-75 Exit 90. 139 
the 
Gtf T BQ* 
*&. frV,»^° 4? 
624-0025 
N. Keeneland Dr., Richmond 
Student rep looks back on Council term 
By Ken Holloway 
News editor 
Jim Hill manages to squeeze 20 to 
30 hours at the Fayette County Attor- 
ney's office, a semester of law school 
and a position on the Counc il of Higher 
Education into an already hectic life, 
but he said he has little regrets about 
the time expended. 
Since he was appointed by the 
governor to the Council in 1988, Hill, 
who was the first black student repre- 
sentative appointed to the Council, 
said he has spent much of his free time 
working to benefit students like him- 
self, and he thinks it has been well 
worth it 
"I think it is important for every- 
one to understand that the student 
member of the Council on Higher 
Education has one main duty, and that 
is to be the legitimate anda full member 
on the Council," Hill said. "A student 
member should not be seen simply as 
a student member.'' 
Hill's term will end after he gradu- 
ates from the University of Kentucky 
in May, and although his successor 
will also be appointed by the gover- 
nor, the next student representative 
may be more representative of stu- 
dents. 
Student body presidents from the 
eight public universities and one rep- 
resentative from the community col- 
lege system will have more of an input 
about how a student representative is 
elected as a member of the Council on 
Higher Education. 
House Bill 60, sponsored by Rep. 
Ernesto Scorsone, D- Lexington, and 
Rep. Anne Meagher Northup, R- 
Louisville, passed the final hurdle of 
this year's General Assembly when it 
was signed by Gov. Wallace Wilkin- 
son Feb. 27. 
The bill would require student 
body presidents to elect three nomi- 
nees for student membership and 
submit them to the governor. 
One of the difficulties a student 
representative may have on the Coun- 
cil, Hill said, is they are quickly seen 
simply as a student member who has a 
narrow perspective and not capable of 
understanding the broader issues. 
"A student member who is only 
interested in those (narrow) positions 
does no good for higher education, 
and certainly doesn't do any good 
toward the students," Hill said. "I have 
always tried to be seen as a mature, 
interested member that is capable of 
understanding and dealing with all 
issues before the Council and making 
those decisions based on my opinions 
and my ideas that is going to be best 
for higher education." 
One of the key decisions made by 
the Council last semester was to pro- 
pose raising tuition for the Kentucky 
colleges, universities and the commu- 
nity colleges. Hill was one of the 
members who opposed the move. 
Hill said many members on the 
Council believe tuition is too low in 
Kentucky. 
"In my opinion, that is sending the 
wrong message at the wrong time. 
Kentucky has the second lowest col- 
lege-going rate in the country," Hill 
said. "We need to get more people in 
the door. We need more people, and 
we are getting that We need not to 
block access." 
"I think the minute you start sub- 
stantially increasing tuition, you start 
running into trouble," he said. 
Hill also said he was opposed to 
the tuition increase because he felt the 
state was not putting enough money 
into education. 
"I wasn't going to allow the people 
of this Commonwealth to suffer be- 
cause the stale was not prepared to pay 
its fair share," Hill said. 
Spring Break Specials at 
■ HWIZE 
pi Auto Parts & Service Center 
ttJ 531 Big Hill Avenue, Richmond 
$12.88 
Lube, Oil & 
Filter 
Most Cars & light 
trucks 
Electronic Tune-Up 
vv/SUN Diagnostic 
Computer 
4 cylinder $29.88 
6 cylinder $34.88 
8 cylinder $44.88 
Presents 
lOth^Annual 
UDIO 27 Fashion Show 
Tonight at 
9:00 
HAIR DIMENSIONS 
$33.00     $7.00 
Perms- EKU 
Students 
Hair Cuts- EKU 
Students 
We carry Matrix 
624-9352   401 Gibson Lane 
^tobin Allen & Gina Carman Epperson: Owners/Operators^ 
SW1TOTW    Starring At $3.99 
SHRIMP 
DINNERS 
•H-Piece Shrimp   • 10-Piece5hrimp 
•Shrimp Scampi     • Bite -Size Shrimp 
•20-PieceBoiled Shrimp 
■t We Uie 100% Cholesterol 
Free Vegetable Shortening 
1059 Borcj Kd      Richmond 
Captain D's 
Seafood 
FISH &c FRIES $2.00' FISH & FRIES $2.00 
I     Fish ftte*& Hush l\tppttf* 
".. tOU Inee 114. 
Captain DV t „ 
Seafbou I«' •"• *r 
Fish. Wes& Hiish !-ippios. 
I   E«*«.yiMo 
«itni"   oKfl c^sS^i 
One Dinner Per Coupon One Dinner Per Coupon i ;Shrimp&Fries$2.00iClams & Fries   $2 00] 
Bile Size Shrimp fries tod Hush puppies I Clams Flies and Hush Pup Dies 
j. E«**.:»iy9o ■•'••»•   I ■a*»eieej   V"    .    «-*« 
I \si VZ2£ Captain ps. i zxz ZJZS. Captain Ds \ 
■.. -» r „ Seafood i -£5- M Seafood J 
■     One Dinner Per Coupon   I     One Dinner Per Coupon   i 
SLXDAY SPECIAL ,£cL 
ALL-YOL-CAN-EAT    *,.  -n 
Countrv-styte Fish Dinner     3>*t. J V 
MONDAY, TUESDAY 
li WEDNESDAY SPECIAL    -, - 
2-Piece Fish Dinner     $2.29 
Beachwear & Swimsuit Modeling 
AMOU3 UOLL/.R PITCHERS 7 - 9 
135 East Main, Downtown 
FOLLOW 
YOUR NO'S. 
No High Prices, No Hassles, 
No Appointments, 
No Inconveniences, 
No Waiting, 
No Fooling. 
kinkes 
Great copies. Great people. 
Fax # 623-9588 
Open 7 days a week 
Mon-Fri 7a.m.-9p.m. 
Sat 9a.m.-9p.m. 
Sun 12:30p.m.-6p.m. 
RICHMOND MALL    624-0237 
PROVEN 
Don't you wish 
your TSA had 
been with us? 
You can switch to one of Waddetl & Reed's United 
Mutual Funds what you have accumulated in your TSA 
and/or start a second TSA with us and have all or a part 
of your bi-weekly TSA contributions put into it. 
Average Annual* Return      10 Year 
__^_M___        Total 
1 Year      5 Years    10 Years     Return 
United 
Income 
Fund  17.63%    19.87%    18.46% 444.46% 
United 
Accumulative 
Fund    17,4535,    1630%    17.70% 41033% 
United 
Vanguard 
Fund 9.14%     14.27% J*J2% 475^13% 
United ^^^^m 
Science & Energy 
Fund 17.16%    15.87%    14.58% 290.06% 
For nearly fifty years our mutual funds have helped 
individuals realize their financial goals. Look at how 
these four funds have done in the past year and the 
performance they have achieved during the last 10 
years. 
"Kor the period ending December 31. 1989 All returns are historical Total returns 
and principil value will fluctuate, and you may have a gain or km when you tell the 
shares. Returns include changes in share price, effects of the maximum sales charge, 
and reinvestment of the dividends .nd capital gains distribution. 
The returns shown above reflect the returns a shareholder would have realized it 
investing on the firjt day of the penod and paying the maximum salei low) lf/,%) 
applicable m the fund. 
WgatKlawew 
DMMIIM 
Hnaneta Santas* 
For a free prospectus and annual report send this 
coupon to Robert K. Landrum, Registered 
Representative, Waddell & Reed, Inc., 317 
Chippendale Circle, Lexington, KY, 40517 or call 
(606) 269-1856. 
Please Print Name 
Address 
City State Zip 
Healthcare Students: 
MAKE THE 
MOST OF YOUR 
SPRING BREAK... 
Go Bade To School With A New Career! 
ssaassssssssaaswa 
Explore St. Luke Hospital. Inc. and you just may end up planning 
your future before you Ret to graduation. With three excellent 
facilities in the beautiful heartland of Northern Kentucky — St. 
I.uke Hospital East in Ft Thomas, St Luke Hospital West in Flor 
ence, and the Care Unit in Falmouth. you can't help hut find just 
what you need with us. 
The Resources 
Our facilities all exercise only the best medical resources and up- 
to date equipment, providing the stimulation and challenge you 
always dreamed of finding in a healthcare career. Join our staff 
and youll work side by side wit h some of the finest medical pro 
fessionals in the nation, dedicated to upholding St Lukes com 
mitment to the community. 
The Environment 
Each of our facilities takes great pride in its ability to provide the 
very best in medical care. But we don't forget the people who 
allow us to do that. Your role as a Nurse. Medical Technologist 
Respiratory Therapist, or Radiologi. Technologist is vital to 
upholding our reputation as a premier hospital system. So we 
provide you with a variety of full time or part time schedules for 
days, evenings, nights, float pooLs. and weekend programs. And we 
support you. So whatever your specialty, you can do your best work. 
The Rewards 
If you have the dedication and know how to excel, well provide 
excellent benefits including tuition reimbursement along with a 
progressive wage program and an excellent environment for 
career growth. 
This Spring Break, get more than a tan. Get a plan for your future. 
Call collect today, or send your resume to either one of our hospi 
tal locations. 
Rhonda Schmalzried 
Employment Manager 
St. Luke Hospital West 
7380 Turfway Road 
Florence, KY 41042 
(606) 525-4257 
An equal opportunity employer. 
Gayle Eggleston 
Recruitment Manager 
St. Luke Hospital East 
85 N Grand Avenue 
Ft. Thomas, KY 41075 
(606) 572 3358 
frrjsLiMke 
f__7 l Hospital, Inc. 
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Police beat Compiled by T«ny 
The following report! have been filed 
with the university's division of public 
safety: 
Feb. 21: 
Melissa Beasley. Telford Hall, re- 
ported the Iheftof her personalized license 
plale from her vehicle while it was parked 
in the Telford Par long Lot 
Kyle Jones, Keene Hall, reported 
the theft of his five gold necklaces, a gold 
bracelet and a gold/silver watch from his 
room. 
Missy Hosklas. Case Hall, reported 
theft of her registration plale from her 
vehicle while it was parked in Bumam 
Parking Lot. 
Feb. 22: 
Mary Willis, Powell Building, re- 
ported the sounding of a fire alarm. The 
Richmond Fire Department responded and 
found by looking at the indicator board 
that there was a problem with the fire 
alarm system. 
Donald A. Pulkm. 18, Ashland, 
was arrested and charged with driving 
under the influence of alcohol. 
Anthony Van Lieu. Mattox Hall 
reported that vehicles belonging to Randy 
White. Todd Hall, and James Danleht. 
O'Donnell Hall, were vandalized while 
parked in Alumni Coliseum Parking Lot. 
Brian Deem. Todd Hall, reported 
that his vehicle had been damaged and a 
number of items were taken while it was 
parked in Alumni Coliseum Parking Lot. 
David A. Register. 18, Danville, 
was arrested and charged with alcohol in- 
toxication. 
Jody  Scott   Holland.   19.   Har- 
rodsburg. was arrested and charged with 
driving under the influence of alcohol. 
Feb. 23: 
David Hal. Palmer Hall, reported 
the theft of a pair of insulated coveralls 
from his vehicle while it was parked in the 
Alumni Coliseum Parking Lot 
EUeea Lear, Perkins Building, re 
ported the sounding of the fire alarm. The 
Richmond Fire Department responded and 
found that fumes from paint on the first 
floor had activated the smoke detector. 
Robert Barton. Weaver Gymna- 
sium, reported that a window on the sec- 
ond floor had been broken. 
Feb. 24: 
Laura Bayer, Tales Creek, reported 
that her car had been damaged while it was 
parked in the Model School Parking Lot 
Valor* McGowan, Clay Hall, re- 
ported that someone had scratched her 
vehicle while it was parked on Kit Carson 
Drive. 
Charles Pnttett. Richmond Fire 
Department, reported the sounding of the 
fire alarm at the Baptist Student Center. 
Paul Weaver, resident of the center, said 
two unknown males set off the pull sta- 
tion. The system was reset. 
Benny Edwards, Commonwealth 
Hall, reported the sounding of the fire 
alarm. The Richmond Fire Department 
responded and found it to be a false alarm. 
Feb. 25: 
Cadrk D. Lewis, 21. Chicago, was 
arrested and charged with alcohol intoxi- 
cation. 
Ray E. Fli n t, 22, Ohio, was arrested 
and charged with disregarding a traffic 
signal and driving under the influence of 
alcohol. 
Feb. 27: 
Carol Meeks, Library, reported the 
theft of her handbag from the government 
documents floor of the library. 
Jerry Acton, Commonwealth Hall, 
had charges brought against him by a 
female student in the Madison County 
Attorney's office for harassing communi- 
cations. 
Waada Gilbert. Palmer Hall, re- 
ported the sounding of the fire alarm. The 
Richmond Fire Department responded and 
found it to be a false alarm. 
March 1: 
JassMS Marlon Bowman, 40. Berea, 
was arrested and charged with driving 
under the influence of alcohol. 
March 2: 
Reginald F. Cooper. 21. Keene 
Hall, was arrested and charged with alco- 
hol intoxication. 
GUbcrt E. Holland, 18. Roark. was 
arrested and charged with driving under 
the influence of alcohol. 
AMi Curtis Smith. 26, Gray, was 
arrested and charged with driving under 
the influence of alcohol and driving on 
suspended operator's license. 
Charles E. Werner, 26. London, 
was arrested and charged with alcohol in- 
toxication. 
The fallowing reports appearing, 
In "Police Bear nave been resolved In 
Madison District Court These follow- 
up reports represent only the Judges 
decision la each case. 
William Francis A bell's Jan. 31 
charge of alcohol intoxication was dis- 
missed. 
Danny Alan WUconon pleaded 
guilty to his Jan. 17 charge of alcohol in- 
toxication and was given a discharge on 
the condition that there would be no simi- 
lar offenses for one year. 
James A. Gets* pleaded guilty to 
his Feb. 8 charge of driving under the 
influence of alcohol and was fined $411.50. 
Lrban Wayne Kogate's Fab. 8 
charge of alcohol intoxication was dis- 
missed on the condition that there would 
be no similar offenses for one year. 
Darius E. West pleaded not guilty 
to his Feb. 8 charges of driving under the 
influence of alcohol and possession of 
alcohol by a minor. A court date was set 
for May 10. 
Laurence Cox Yarbouga pleaded 
guilty lo his Feb. 9 charge of alcohol and 
was fined $67.50. 
Brockton boy victim of hit and run 
By Susan Coleman 
Staff Writer 
A hit-and-run accident occurred 
March4 whena 13-year-old attempted 
to cross the By-pass. 
Daniel Marcum, a Brockton resi- 
dent, was treated and released from 
Pattie A. Clay Hospital for contusions 
on his arms and legs. 
Two witnesses said Marcum, 13, 
had walked between two cars on Lan- 
caster Avenue, attempted to cross the 
street when a light blue automobile hit 
him, knocked him backwards and 
drove on. 
Carol Baker said she and her room- 
mate, Sherri McKinney, were sitting 
in traffic six car-lengths behind the 
traffic light when they witnessed the 
hit-and-run accident. 
"Our lane was slopped in traffic, 
in the turning lane there wasn't 
ny traffic,'' Baker said. "A car came 
f—I guess it was going 40—and hit 
: kid and he feU backwards." 
"The thing that really made me 
mad is that he didn't even tap his 
brakes or stop," McKinney said. "It 
was very obvious that (the driver) had 
hit something because it was very 
loud." 
Marcum got up and walked to the 
other side. Baker said that she and 
McKinney had left their truck to dis- 
cover the extent of Marcum's injuries. 
Finding that Marcum had sustained 
some bruises and had a slight limp 
from a leg injury. Baker offered him a 
ride to his Brockton home. 
In his attempt to hide the truth 
from his mother, Marcum told his 
mother and public safety that the 
accident occurred on KitCarson Drive. 
"He said he wasn't supposed lo be 
on that side of town," Baker said. 
"He didn't want his mother to find 
that he had been wherever he had 
been". Baker said," so I think he told 
his mother that he had gotten hit on Kit 
Carson. But this actually happened on 
Lancaster." 
"We were more concerned with 
harm toward him, than we were with 
calling the police," McKinney stud. 
"He was more concerned stout 
being in a location that he shouldn't 
have been at mat he was concerned 
with anything else," McKinney said. 
The police report, filed with pub- 
lic safety, said the two witnesses 
dropped Marcum off in front of the 
Brewer Building. 
It wasn't until McKinney and 
Baker saw notices, put up by Barbara 
Wilson, asking for additional infor- 
mation about the accident, that they 
came forward Monday with the type 
of automobile and the correct loca- 
tion. 
"It made us feel really bad that we 
had to tell his mom really where it 
was, but we had to do that for the 
public safety's benefit so that they'll 
be able to find out whoever did it," 
McKinney said. 
Barbara Wilson, Marcum's 
mother, said her son came home in a 
very confused state of mind. 
"He was confused. I think he was 
in shock," Wilson said. "He really 
didn't know where he was." 
Law enforcement college celebrates 25th year 
By Ted Schultz 
Staff writer 
A university program will cele- 
brate its 25th anniversary this year. 
The College of Law Enforcement will 
feature a series of events to mark its 
silver anniversary. 
The College of Law Enforcement 
will spread its celebration over the 
next 14 months. Several speakers and 
activities will highlight the anniver- 
sary. 
OcL 19,1990, has been desig- 
nated Commendatory Day. Accord- 
ing to Bruce Wolford, professor in the 
department of correctional services 
and coordinator of the univerisity's 
Training Resource Center, a series of 
activities has been planned for that 
day. 
"We're combining that day of 
activities," said Wolford. "We'll have 
a whole day of commendatory activi- 
ties. Michael J. Quinlan, the director 
of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, will 
be the keynote speaker for the pro- 
gram." 
A developmental history of the 
College of Law Enforcement is being 
coordinated by Dr. Robert Bagby. The 
project will begin with the inaugura- 
tion of the college in 196S and docu- 
ment its development to its current 
status. A series of oral history audio 
tapes, being coordinated by Charles 
Hay, is also in the developmental 
process. 
Inmate and offender art will be 
shown in the spring of 1991. In April, 
a natural symposium on offender art 
will be displayed. 
The Department of Criminal 
Justice Training will graduate its 200th 
class as part of the celebration. 
Stather's Flower shop 
1 Dozen Carnations - $1.99 
•   1 Dozen 'Roses - $3.99 
with coupon fi9d-niQft 
offer expires: 3-15-90         SfS If..!?0                                             630 Big Hill Ave. 
Free 
■ 
■ 
■ 
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Makeup Lesson 
See yourself in Merle Norman's most breathtaking looks 
from vibrant to understated. Polished and beautiful 
MERLE NORMAN STUDIO 
152 KillameyLane 
624-9825 
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PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS 
JOBS 
CRUISE LINE OPENINGS 
HIRING NOW!! Year round and 
summer jobs available. $300- $600 
per week Stewards, Social Directors, 
Tour Guides. Gift shop cashiers, eel. 
Both skilled and unskilled people 
needed. Call (719) 687-6662. 
ATTENTION: EXCELLENT INCOME 
FOR HOME ASSEMBLY WORK. 
INFO CALL 504-646-1700 DEPT. 
P590 
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY 
WATCHING TV! $32.000/year income 
potential. Details. (1) 602-838-8885 
Ext. TV- 4904 
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY 
READING BOOKS ! $32,000/ year 
income potential. Details. (1) 602- 
838 8885 EXT. BK 4904 
ATTENTION: EASY WORK 
EXCELLENTPAYIAssembleprodutfs 
at home. Details. (1)602-838-8885 
Ext. W-4904 
COLLEGE REP WANTED to work 5- 
15 hours per week on campus starling 
next Fall term. Good income. For 
information and application write to: 
Collegiate Marketing Services, 251 
Glenwood Drive, Mooresville, NC 
28115. 
HELP WANTED: Professional M.C. 
needed for weekly production. Good 
stage presence and personality aplus. 
Good pay. Apply, including phone 
number, to: Manager, P.O. Box 359, 
Richmond, Ky. 40475. 
HELP WANTED: Need energetic baby- 
sitter for three children one day per 
week. Provide own transportation. Call 
623-6858 
HELP WANTED: Earn $300 to $500 
per week reading books at home. Call 
615-473-7440 Ext. B709 
CHALLENGING SUMMER JOBS 
WITH OUTDOOR FUN. SALARY & 
rm/ bd in camps for disabled persons. 
Need male and female camp 
counselors, lifeguards and specialists 
in food service, crafts, canoeing & 
camping in beautiful Blue Ridge 
Mountains or near Eastern Shore. 
Great experience for any future career! 
Training Provided. Apply ASAP to 
CAMP EASTER SEAL. Box 5496, 
Roanoke,VA24012 1-800-365-1656. 
CAMP STAFF- A variety of challenging 
positions available at Girl Scout Camp 
Sycamore Hills. Contact Charlotte S. 
Palmer, CVGSC, 830 Kirkwood Lane, 
Nashville. TN 37204. 615/838-0490 
E.O.E. 
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY' 
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME 
CALL FOR INFORMATION 504-649- 
0670 EXT. 2103 ( OPEN 7 DAYS ) 
WANTED: DJs. Bartenders, 
Bouncers. Call 623-6896 
ATTENTION: EXCELLENT INCOME 
FOR HOME ASSEMBLY WORK. 
INFO. CALL 504-646-1700 DEPT. 
P5901 
Clerical position for non-smokers 
possessing good typing & telephone 
skills. Must enjoy working with the 
public. Position to last now through 
December. $5 an hour. Days, 
evenings, and weekend positions 
available. Resume and References 
requested.    Call 276-5304 
FOR SALE 
PIANO FOR SALE. RESPONSIBLE 
PARTY TO TAKE UP LOW MONTHLY 
PAYMENTS     ON     BEAUTIFUL 
CONSOLE PIANO, CALL TOLL FREE 
1 -800-346-2450 
For Sale- Twin size captains bed, shelf 
and drawer space underneath Ideal 
for small apartment. $50 call Lansa@ 
1872 or 623-7519 
For Sale: spring / summer formal (tea- 
length) w/matching shoes, call 4408 
FOR SALE! I ! King-size waterbed. 
$200.00 Realistic car stereo with 2 
Jensen 100-watt speakers. $100 00 
622-1239 8:00-4:00 
MISCELLANEOUS 
RECORDSMITH buys USED 
cassettes and CDs in excellent 
condition 623-5058. 
SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS.train 
and jump the same day for only $80! 
Lackey's Airport. US 25 south 6 miles 
from By-Pass. Turn right on Menalaus 
Road. Sat. and Sun. 10:00 A.M. Info 
(606) 873-4140 Evenings. 
Ky. Aerobic Training School. Learn to 
teach safe effective classes. Workshop 
Sat March 3,12-5. $40 workout studio 
606-272-8133       
NEED A RIDE FOR SPRING 
BREAK? TRY NEXT WEEKS 
PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS. 
FUNDRAISERS 
■'•'■••        .... - .. .-,,■ 
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR 
BIG SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP 
TO $1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!! 
Objective: Fund raiser 
Commitment: Minimal 
Money:  Raise $1,400 
Cost: Zero Investment 
Campus organizations, clubs, frats. 
sororities call OCMC :    1(800) 932- 
0528 /1(800) 950-8472. ext. 10. 
BUY ONE 
SINGLE 
GET ONE 
FREE 
Cheese ft Bacon Extra 
Expires 3/15/90 
Not Valid With Any Other Offer 
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BUY ONE 
SINGLE 
GET ONE 
FREE 
Cheeee ft Bacon Extra 
Expires 3/15/90 
Not Valid With Any Other Offer 
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BIG CLASSIC 
SMALL FRIES 
MED. DRINK 
Xjenuys 
$2.09 
Cheese ft Bacon Extra 
Expires 3/15/90 
Not Valid With Any Other Offer 
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BIG CLASSIC 
SMALL FRIES 
MED. DRINK 
Cheeee ft Bacon Extra 
Expires 3/15/90 
Not Valid With Any Other Offer 
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RESERVE   OFFICERS' TRAINING   CORPS 
START YOUR CLIMB 
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER. 
Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC 
leadership training. With pay, without 
obligation. 
You'll develop the discipline, 
confidence, and decisiveness it takes to 
succeed in any career. And you'll qualify 
to earn Army officer credentials while 
you're completing your college studies. 
i 
ARMY ROTC 
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM 
THE SMAITIST COLLEGE 
C001SE T0C CAM TAKE. 
Contact Capt. Hillard 622-1208 Begley 519 
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RETIREMENT 
Continued from Front page 
en in the stale also deserved a plan 
like this. 
Jim Clark, university director of 
planning and budgeting, said the bill 
is currently in the House Appropria- 
tions and Revenue Comm ittee because 
of the significant financial impact the 
bill would have. 
Clark said this bill would involve 
over 6,100 people, and the cost could 
be as much as $189 million, plus an- 
other $14 million for the health insur- 
ance. Clark said these numbers are 
assumed that lOOpcrcentof the people 
eligible would lake advantage of the 
benefit. 
Clark said the university has a 
large number of people who would be 
eligible. He said he was not sure how 
many people would actually take 
advantage of the bill. 
In fact. Dr. Hanly Fundcrburk, 
university president, said at the Feb- 
ruary faculty senate meeting that the 
bill could affect about 20 percent of 
the university faculty and staff. 
Fundcrburk said at this meeting 
that he does not think the bill would 
make it through the legislature be- 
cause of the high revenue needed to 
support it 
Clark said if there are funds avail- 
able to support this bill, this would be 
a good program. But Clark said be- 
cause the legislature has to deal with 
other issues dealing with high revenue 
support, the bill may have difficulty 
passing. 
"If this bill is going to pass, it 
needs to start moving now through the 
legislature," Clark said. "It needs to 
move through the House and the Senate 
in less than 20 days." 
Rep. Waller Blevins, D-Morehead 
and one of Ihe co-sponsors of the bill, 
said he does not think there is enough 
money to support the bill at this time. 
Little, who is an educator and a 
businessman, said that two years ago 
the legislature deprived many school 
districts in Kentucky proper funding 
for teachers' salaries, and the legisla- 
ture had to ask for local money. 
"The reason they had to ask for 
local money was that we had passed a 
27-year retirement program for teach- 
ers," Little said. "But in the last 10 
years we have raised teachers' sala- 
ries some and some of the teachers 
didn't want to retire after 27 years." 
As another point. Little said be- 
cause the United Stales is moving 
more toward a complex and technical 
educational program, the bill would 
encourage teachers who have Ihe ad- 
vanced background to become in- 
volved in the educational system. 
"I truly believe that we are teach- 
ing today's children to live in tomor- 
row's world with yesterday's people," 
Little said. 
Little said a high percentage of 
teachers in Kentucky are not com- 
puter literate. 
"If we are going to bring comput- 
ers into the system, it is pretty hard to 
leach an old dog new nicks," Little 
said. "Now, what we better do is come 
with some young blood if we are going 
to teach for tomorrow. If we are going 
to reform education, in a lot cases we 
better reform it with a different breed." 
But Little did say this bill was not 
developed in order to try to force people 
to retire. 
"This is absolutely voluntary. It 
gives them the opportunity to go if 
they want to go. We didn't force any 
state employees io retire," Little said. 
"It gave them (state employees) in 
what we call an open window. It gave 
them an opportunity to retire and to 
pick up a little incentive to do that." 
Blevins said "if we do do it for the 
teachers, we still are going to have a 
teacher shortage, and if we lake that 
much money out of the system, we are 
going to end up having a tough time 
recruiting teachers." 
W          SPRING BREAK  1 
r UAYTONA BEACH ]^ 
• High quality beachfront accoftimoda | 
tons tor 7 noting nights /ft 
• Round trip chartered motor coach y 
• Free pool deck parties activities & *6 
promotions ir 
• Inter-Campus Programs l D /Discount JL 
ctnl f% 
• On-tocation staff tor complete ' 
assistance m 
• Al taxes, tips. & service charges T 
included ft 
'164   I'239 
IQ» "tt"W W6 'ewahon 
Call Bath 623-8796 
or WDMC Party 
Lin* 1885 
MwaMumf ^9OT« 
Medical records scholarship set up by program graduate 
By James Morrison 
Staff writer 
A new scholarship for univer- 
sity students in the medical records 
department has been provided by 
the Smart Corporation, a medical 
records copying firm. 
John Smart, president, and 
Pamela Holbrook.vice president, of 
the Smart Corporation in Torrance, 
Calif., have donated $11,000 for a 
scholarship fund to assist students in 
the university's medical records 
technician program. 
Hoi brook is a graduate of the 
medical records department which 
was established at the university in 
1969. She received an associate 
degree in 1982 and a baccalaureate 
degree in 1984. 
"We are really pleased that the 
corporation has seen fit to donate 
the money to the program here at the 
university," said Frances Hindsman, 
chairman of the medical records de- 
partment. 
Hindsman said medical records 
technicians go into hospitals and use 
computers and word processing sys- 
tems to copy medical records so hos- 
pital staffs do not have to. They are 
supposed to protect the privacy of 
patient's medical records and en- 
sure the records are properly main- 
tained and transmitted. 
According to Hindsman. the pro- 
fession is not well known but is vital 
to medicine and the functioning of 
hospitals. 
According to information from 
the American Medical Record As- 
sociation, the medical records train- 
ing program lakes two years to com- 
plete if a person wants to be a tech- 
nician, and four years to complete if 
they want to be an administrator. 
After a student completes the 
program, the medical records tech- 
nicians must then take a special na- 
tional test 
Starting salaries are usually be- 
tween $17,000 and $21,000 a year. 
Hindsman said medical records tech- 
nicians are in short supply so there 
should be good job opportunities for 
those who enter the field. 
"It is my understanding that the 
proceeds from interest on the dona- 
tion will fund the scholarship and 
that it will pay for a full year's tui- 
tion," Hindsman said. 
To be eligible for the scholar- 
ship, Hindsman said a student must 
be at the junior level, have a 3.0GPA 
and demonstrate financial need. One 
student a year will receive the schol- 
arship. 
Hindsman said the students 
should ask at the university financial 
aid office if they want to apply. 
MCGREGOR 
Continued from Front page 
her hand away. This did not set the 
tone with them." 
Ohler said the fight began after 
this. 
McGregor resident Polly Perkins, 
who was on the elevator with Ohler, 
said, "I knew something was going lo 
happen because of what was said in 
the elevator." She said she went lo her 
room and called public safety. She 
went lo the fifth floor and was with 
Ohler when the incident occurred. 
The police report said the officers 
dispersed Ihe women and attempted lo 
identify them. 
According to the police report, 
both parties were informed of the 
process of filing criminal charges and 
then they were requested by the offi- 
cers lo return to their rooms. Ohler 
and Perkins both said they told the 
officers they did not want lo press 
charges. 
A second incident occurred after 
the officers left. 
Bland said after the officers left, 
she and her friends decided to lake a 
friend home because she was scared. 
According lo Bland, Perkins came out 
of her room and told them that they 
were not going lo walk by her room. 
However, Perkins said as Ihe girls 
were leaving they knocked on Ohler's 
door while singing "We Shall Over- 
come." Perkins said she called public 
safety again. 
When officers arrived a second 
time, they found Perkins in a loud 
verbal exchange with Bland and some 
of her friends, according to the police 
report 
According to the report, the offi- 
cers escorted Perkins back to her room. 
"I was upset with what had happened," 
Ohler said. "I have talked to admini- 
stration, and I don't understand what 
they are trying to prove out of this 
investigation." 
"I didn't know any of those girls," 
Ohler said. "I have never seen them 
before and probably wouldn't recog- 
nize them if I saw them again. I have 
no problem with the people that live 
on this floor including Chandra." 
Dr. Thomas Myers, vice president 
of student affairs, said an investiga- 
tion is taking place and because of this 
he cannot give out information con- 
cerning the event. 
"We are trying to do a thorough 
investigation," Myers said. "Dean 
(Jeannetle) Crockett is heading the 
investigation, and she will be talking 
with the students involved to find out 
what happened." 
Crockett said she could not com- 
ment because there was an investiga- 
tion pending. 
"We are in an information-finding 
process on what took place," said 
Sandra Moore, director of minority 
affairs, "and we have to make a deci- 
sion on what to do next." 
Ma Kelly's 
HOME OF 
GOOD COUNTRY COOKIN' 
ATA 
GOOD COUNTRY PRICE 
Hours: 
Monday - Friday 8-8 
Saturday & Sunday 8-4 
428 N. Third 
Announcing an offer 
designed to save money 
for people who are, 
well, a bit long-winded 
when it comes to, 
you know; talking on 
the phone, and who, 
quite understandably 
don't want to have 
to wait till after 11 pm 
togetadealon 
long distance prices. 
If you spend a lot of time on the phone, the AT&TReach Out'Ai?ietical1anam\d save you a lot on your long 
istance bill. And you don't have to stay up late to do it. Starting at 5 pm, the A1F-V Reach Out'America lion takes di 
an additional 25%.ott'our already leduced evening prices. 
To find (>ut ni< >ie. call us at 1800 REACH OUT, ext. 4093. 
And don't worry we'll keep it brief. 
IkxDum »pp<i« lo out <il SUIT >alh cjimt dulnl * KJ |*n. SureUv fttLn 
Thu itrvitr ray i>* br jvailrtr in jli ir«l<-rer halls 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
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Continued from Front page 
state law forbids them to be served." 
Russell Lane, chief of the 
Richmond Police Department, said 
that the illegal purchasing of alcohol 
is made easier by letting students under 
21 into the bars. 
"If they weren't allowed in, there 
would certainly be less of them drink- 
ing involved," Lane said. "There 
would not be the opportunity fora 21- 
year-old to go in with three 19-year- 
olds and, all night, purchase things for 
them to drink. And that's what hap- 
pens in Richmond." 
Dunn said that people have of- 
fered to buy her drinks, but it does not 
happen often, and, from her perspec- 
tive, there is some underage drinking, 
but not too much. 
"I don't think the lack of law en- 
forcement entices them here," Lane 
said. "It may be that due to the big 
crowds, it's easier for them to have 
someone else purchase the alcohol for 
them." 
"I think that is a definite reason— 
if not the only reason — to go down 
for those who are under the age of 21," 
said Reza Rashidian, president of 
Transylvania University's student 
body. "I believe that's a definite plau- 
sible reason that someone uses to go 
down; because they can enter at 18 
because then after they enter it's eas- 
ier to get a hold of something." 
The "party atmosphere" is another 
reason students travel with downtown 
as their destination. 
In the January 1987 issue. Play- 
boy magazine ranked the university as 
No. 30 from among 250 colleges na- 
tionwide in "the definitive ranking of 
fun schools as selected by the stu- 
dents." 
The magazine also documents that 
"the surrounding town is usually kept 
awake by the students' explosive 
bashes." 
Lane said that the number of out- 
of-towners has not changed drasti- 
cally from those who frequented 
downtown in the past 
"On the contact that we have with 
the young people downtown — the 
number of citations — there is just as 
many out-of-towners as there ever 
was," Lane said. "The crowds are at 
least as big as they ever were and 
maybe some bigger." 
"I think the thing that bothers me," 
Lane said, "we're talking about people 
coming from out of town—I think the 
thing that bothers me most about that 
is if they're driving here to drink then 
they're driving back." 
"I certainly don't want anyone to 
break the law," Lane said, "don'tthink 
they should drink under 21 if that's 
what the law says, but it concerns me 
more than anything that if they come 
from out of town, they have to drive 
back." 
Several bars provide designated 
driven with water or free Cokes, and 
although most bar owners would not 
comment, Mudd said Richmond does 
not offer anything but the social as- 
pect of downtown. 
"I'm not for minors drinking, but 
if they were offered something to do 
in this town where there is nothing for 
anybody to do whether you're 18,28 
or 38," Mudd said. "When I'm off for 
a night, I go to Lexington. There's 
nothing that Richmond has to offer." 
"Richmond does not have the 
market, on minors drinking, cornered 
by any means," Mudd said. 
Ken Holloway contributed to this 
ankle. 
University officials 
to visit Corbin, talk 
to potential students 
Progress staff report 
Advisors and financial aid offi- 
cers from the university will be in 
Corbin March IS to talk with students 
and prospective students about oppor- 
tunities at the university. 
Two sessions, each an hour and a 
half long, will be held in the Corbin 
Middle School's cafeteria. The first 
session will begin at 3:30 p.m. and the 
second at 6:30 p.m. 
The priority deadline for financial 
aid applications is coming up on April 
15. 
Central Liquors 
304 E. Main St. 
Ptay NCAA wmn«*» Cam* 
wflh 
2 Liter 7up 
only 99$ 
Your 
Spring Break 
Discount 
Headquarters 
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BEAUTY ON THE GO 
Wheel of Fortune **»«.,**>* BILL LACKEY 
David Hammlt, 6, son of Mary Hammlt, and Matthew Marcum, 6, son of Doris Marcum, go 
round as they try out the equipment on the new Brockton playground Sunday afternoon. 
EKU DAYS- SAVE 20% 
-EVERY THURSDAY- 
On any regular price service: 
Haircuts, Perms, Color, and Waxing. 
■Must present student I.D.    'No eppokitment ntc—swy. 
Mon-Fri  9-8   Saturday 8-6   Sunday   12:30-6 
The Styling Salon at JCPenney 
RICHMOND MALL Ph .(606)624-3501 
We Have The 
Fterfect Job 
For Nurses 
Who Know 
Exactly What 
They Want. 
* 
EVEN IF WHAT THEY WANT CHANGES. We can offer such 
a wide range of choices because we're more than just another Louis- 
ville hospital. We're four. 
We're Humana Hospitals Audubon, Southwest, Suburban and 
University of Louisville, and we each have something unique to offer. 
Yet the nurses who work for one of us, actually work for all of us. 
That's because nurses can work in a variety of specialty areas at 
any Humana Hospital in Louisville, and transfer from one to another 
without losing seniority or benefits. Which explains why so many of 
our nurses are able to find the perfect job. Even if their idea of the 
perfect job eventually changes. 
For information regarding opportunities at one or more of the four 
Humana hospitals in Louisville, call 1-800-222-0097, ext. 191. 
Humana Hospital-Audubon 
Humana Hospital-Southwest 
Humana Hospital-Suburban 
Humana Hospital-University of Louisville 
An Equal Opportunity Employer. 
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ELEVATORS 
Continued from Front page 
elevators and not the steps. This holds 
the elevators up." 
Collins said although he likes the 
idea, he had not heard much about 
keying the elevators. 
According toCrockett, the inform- 
ing would take place the week before 
spring break in an educational cam- 
paign. 
There will be signs in the halls 
informing students about the 
elevators/Crockett said. "There will 
be signs on the elevators after spring 
break as well so students can see which 
elevators will go to what floors." 
Crockett said the elevators will be 
open to all floors the First and last 
weeks of the semesters for residents 
who are moving in or out of their 
rooms. 
"I do have a concern about the 
other elevator going out," Crockett 
said. "Everyone would have to take 
the stairs on those floors. But overall, 
we have had pretty good luck with our 
elevators. It is just a concern." 
The university's elevators are 
serviced by DC. Elevators in Lexing- 
ton, according to Elder Goble, assis- 
tant director of the physical plant. 
Goble said the university pays a 
flat fee for elevator repair and was not 
sure of the amount of the fee. 
Chad M iddl cton, director of physi- 
cal plant, could not be reached for 
comment. 
"We have an on-campus mainte- 
nance service that operates five days a 
week and is on call 24 hours a day that 
deals mostly with vandalism," Goble 
said. 
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Singing Hallelujah        »°*™"*»» "™ MORRIS 
Jamie vosmeir, a sophomore education major from Ball 
State University, sings Monday morning In the Powell Plaza 
to recruit members for Chi Alpha, a Christian organization. 
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦m±ii! ♦♦♦♦«•*»#♦♦♦♦♦♦♦< mm mm 
Two facos 
Corner of Firsts Water    623-0021 
witt choice of 
Rice or Beans 
with 
EKI1I.D. 
Wednesday 
Come Start Your Spring 
Break Early At Our 
BEACH PARTY! Wear 
Your Beach Clothes And 
Get 50c Tropical Punch 
And A Chance To Win 
Jaeger Hats & Shirts 
We Will Be Open During Spring Break! 
Free Toms Pizza Monday - Thursday During Happy Hour 
Monday 
Weekend Extender 
$1.50 Pitchers 
$1.00 Turkeys 
Tuesday 
Pool Tournament 
Ladies & Import Night 
Ladies Drinks 50c 
Import Pitchers 42.50 
Wednesday 
Small Bottle Special 
3 for $1.00 
Thursday thru Saturday 
$1.50 Pitchers 
$1.00 Turkeys 
SLAIN 
Continued from Front Page 
vehicle at the I-7S Shell station that fit 
the description the clerk had given to 
the Berea Police, Bates said. 
Bates said. Deputy Sheriff Evans, 
Constable Marcum and Berea Police 
officer William Hensley confronted 
the juvenile. 
Bates said the juvenile was de- 
tained because he did not have an 
operator's license. 
He said the vehicle was checked 
and the owner could not be located. 
The car was registered to the victim. 
Shortly after, a missing person's 
report was filed through the Richmond 
Police Department for Newland. 
Bates said the juvenile had in his 
possession pills of an unknown ori- 
gin. Bates said the juvenile is 17 years 
old and is from Florida 
Gasser said the pills have been 
sent to the Kentucky State Crime Lab 
in London, Ky., for identification. 
Bates said the juvenile made a 
formal confession and told the where- 
abouts of the victim. The case was 
then turned over to the Richmond 
Police, Bates said. 
Love said Newland's body was 
found in a rental house that he owned 
which is located at 417 Laurel Street. 
Bates said alcohol was involved 
in the case, but said he could not com- 
ment further "because that may have 
to go into the court procedures." 
Love said the juvenile is currently 
being detained in a secured facility, 
but he could not comment any further 
about the location of the facility. Love 
said the juvenile has been charged 
with murder which is a capital offense 
and a Class A felony. 
Services were held for Newland, 
42, Tuesday at the Curry, Parsons and 
Collins Funeral Home in Richmond. 
Robert Turpin, university assis- 
tant director of purchases and stores, 
said Newland could be described as 
being a dependable worker who had 
worked himself up from being a clerk 
to being supervisor of the university 
of Central Stores. 
TAZWELL'S 
THURS.-FRI.-SAT. 9-12:00 
FASHION 
The debut album featuring the singles "JUMPING THE TRAIN", "THE MACHINE", 
and "MR PEABODY AND THE WAYBACK MACHINE" 
Available on compact disc and enron* cassette or!y on X MODE Records 
Need Exercise?  Need Money? 
Why drive to Lexington when you can go 
to the Richmond Plasma Center? 
NEW DONORS GET 
$20.00 
with 
this ad 
on the 
1st visit! 
For Info Call 
624-9814 
RICHMOND 
PLASMA CENTER 
125 S. Third St. 
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Cadet Bill Butter, a mem ber of the university Ranger Challengeteam, does push-ups to demonstrate physical enduranc*. 
Clockwise) from top teft: Cadet Det rick Brlacoa reassembles an M-60 machine gun during the competition, a cadet from 
UK fires blank M-60 rounds on the grenade assault course, and another cadet struggles through a barbed-wire obstacle. 
Progress photos by JONATHAN ADAMS 
The university team prepares tor the land-orlenteerlng competition. 
RANGER 
CHALLENGE 
Annual ROTC competition examines 
strength, spirit and stamina of cadets 
David King 
Contributing writer 
As the cadet from West Virginia fell, he 
tried to catch himself with his hands. But the 
40 pound ruck sack on his back was 
merciless, leaving him face down in the 
gravel No one stopped for him. 
It seemed he wasn't anybody special. A 
lot of people were moaning with each stride 
more painful than the last The mountain 
seemed to go on forever. One mile down. 
Five to go. 
This is what the 1990 3rd Brigade 
ROTC Ranger Challenge competition had 
come down to: the 10K (6.2 mile) road 
march. 
The annual competition, which pits 9- 
member teams from various ROTC bases 
against one another in a series of tests in- 
cluding rifle marksmanship and night patrol, 
was hosted this year by the ROTC contin- 
gent from Eastern. 
After two days of events at the Lexing- 
ton Bluegrass Army Depot, Eastern trailed 
the University of Kentucky by one point 
with one event left. 
EKU and UK were neck and neck 
throughout most of the race. But near the 
half-way mark UK started to pull ahead. 
Just when things seemed as bad as they 
could get for the university, Bill Butler, 
Cadet Commander of the Eastern squad, 
stepped off the edge of the road, badly 
spraining his ankle. 
It became apparent the university wasn't 
going to beat UK. And it looked as if 
Western Kentucky, which had just passed 
the suffering Eastern team, was the only 
team capable of making a challenge. 
Eastern could have quit then. Even if 
they finished dead last they still had the 
second place overall position wrapped up. 
But Butler knew quitting wasn't what had 
gotten the team this far. 
"Everybody else felt the same way," 
Butler said. "We were going to make it as 
close a race as possible.'' 
Gritting his teeth, Butler handed his ruck 
sack and M-16 rifle to a teammate and got 
back up. He was limping obviously but still 
running. 
"Don't you quit on me," Butler pleaded 
with an exhausted team member. 
UK was moving on to a victory, but with 
little over a mile left the gap between 
Eastern and Western was diminishing. 
The only thing louder than the slapping 
of boots against the pavement was the 
wheezing noise of people trying desperately 
to get air in their lungs. A half mile to go. 
The finish line was now in sight. EKU 
and Western were still battling for second 
place. The cheers at the finish were becom- 
ing louder. 
The teams were side by side with 200 
meters to go. Then Eastern began to pull 
away. 
The race was over. UK won, and EKU 
finished second for the third year in a row. 
But that wasn't what was important 
When the dust cleared and all was said and 
done, they had taken and met the Ranger 
Challenge. 
Walking man: A local tradition evolves from daily excursions 
By George Roberts 
Staff writer 
If a scientist needed to study a constant 
force in the universe, he might prove to be a 
suitable subject 
As sure as death, taxes and no booze sales 
on Sunday, he is out there every day walking 
and waving on the streets of Richmond. 
Contrary to local legends, he is not filthy 
rich, nor does he live in a box or just material- 
ize from the morning fog onto the Madison 
County courthouse lawn. 
Meet Glen Flinchum, the man behind the 
myth. 
Flinchum took time out from his busy 
schedule to speak with the Progress and pro- 
vide this exclusive story. 
According to his testimony, Flinchum was 
bom June 27,1945 in Lexington to Mr. and 
Mrs. James Flinchum. His mother died when 
he was four years old. 
He moved to Madison County when he 
was "about seven or eight" and has lived here 
ever since. 
Time was when Glen Flinchum did more 
than traverse the city streets. 
"I used to work on a farm and stuff like 
that," Flinchum said. "Me and my dad used to 
raise tobacco, a small crop you know." 
Flinchum still lives with his father on 
Tales Creek Road in Richmond. As he chron- 
icled his life as a fanner, Flinchum noticed his 
father driving by on Main Street 
•There goes my dad now. Look at that blue 
truck yonder- 
He retired from fanning when he moved 
into town with his father from a rural area of 
southern Madison County, "10 or IS years 
To fill the void created by his lack of labor, 
Flinchum took up his now famous walking 
program. Flinchum outlined his daily routine, 
which usually begins around daybreak. 
"I walk three miles in the morning, three in 
trie afternoon and four in the afternoon. That's 
10 miles," he pointed out 
Flinchum traced the steps which make him 
such an integral part of the city scenery. 
"Back to where I live, it's one mile, and I 
usually go to town twice a day," Flinchum 
said. "That's about four miles." 
"Then I go out to to where the interstate 
hooks on out there, that's about a mile-and- a- 
half, two miles." 
"Then sometimes I go to McDonald's and 
back and forth, you know," he said. "10 miles 
a day except on weekends." 
On the weekends, Flinchum said he cuts 
his distance in half to "rest up, you know." 
This particular day, Flinchum complained 
of a sinus headache. Rather than ingest drugs 
for his ailment, Flinchum took another walk. 
"I walked out to Cracker Barrel and back 
and my head eased up a lot, you know," 
Flinchum said. 
Flinchum said he shunned most drugs. 
"I won't take an aspirin. I don't like 'em," 
Flinchum said. "I won' t take anything stronger 
than an Alka-Scltzer." 
From his position on the courthouse lawn, 
the bars lining First Street met his visage. 
"I don't go in there," he said. "I know a lot 
of people who goes in there." 
When asked if he drank alcohol, Flinchum 
was adamant in his reply. 
"No, no, no, no, no. Huh-uh. Don't drink 
and I don't smoke. I was raised better. My dad 
don't smoke." 
Flinchum did say he kept an open mind 
about the subject of alcohol con- 
sumption. 
"It don't bother me one way or 
the other," he said. "A lot of kids 
come here and they're good to me. I 
think a lot of 'em." 
Aside from his high visibility walks, 
Flinchum said he enjoys sports to round 
out the hours. 
He said he thought Louisville might have 
the stuff to win the NCAA college basketball 
tournament in March, but revealed the wish 
that "I'd rather see Eastern win it myself. I like 
their sports, I really do." 
Flinchum also professed a passion for the 
pigskin sport. 
"I love football. Ah man, now that is my 
sport," Flinchum said. "I don't care if it's high 
school, grade school or what I like it" 
Flinchum reluctantly admitted, with con- 
siderable discomfort, that he had a girlfriend. 
He steadfastly refused to elaborate about her, 
though, and directed his good-humored ire at 
a fellow courthouse idler for providing this tip 
to the press. 
The elder Flinchum, who still supports his 
44 year old son by tilling the soil, has not 
suggested nor demanded that Glen secure em- 
ployment said the younger Flinchum. 
"My dad is really good to me. He has to be 
to put up with me. I've got a really good dad," 
Flinchum said. 
When asked if he would like some com- 
pany on the last leg of his travails, Flinchum 
cast his familiar smile and replied, "No, I like 
to get out and be by myself." 
With that the totally dependent auton- 
omist was off to once again become pan of the 
landscape and lend order to the chaotic uni- 
verse. 
Progress photo by BILL LACKEY 
Glen Flinchum waves to paaaersby during one of his many dairy excursions. 
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Students bring youthful touch 
to annual exhibition in Giles 
Progress photos by   BILL LACKEY 
"Full Blooded Rage," above, and "Fancy Fiddler," far right, are 
two pieces by Carolyn Howard from Laurel County High School. 
By Julie Smead 
Staff writer 
Many people believe the young 
arc naive and unworldly. 
They have noi ycl been exposed to 
many of the situations that make a 
person sophisticated and mature. 
By combining and analyzing these 
generalizations it can possibly be 
concluded that young peoples* art is 
naive, unsophisticated, unworldly, and 
completely lacking in mature insight. 
This month the Giles Gallery is 
once again presenting the Sixth An- 
nual All-State High School Art Exhi- 
bition. 
Many of the works exude deep 
emotional insight and artistic percep- 
tion. 
"Fancy Fiddler" by Carolyn 
Howard of Laurel County High 
School, was one such creation. 
The subject of this oil painting is 
an elderly man, full of energy and 
possessing electric-blue eyes which 
Art Review 
peer directly into you from over the 
top of his black horn-rims. 
His eyes arc saying, "Can't you 
see that I'm busy? This fiddle is my 
life, and I am completely absorbed in 
tuning it. Quickly, what do you want?" 
He's not angry or spiteful, just busy. 
The message is forceful and real. 
Howard uses rich brown and blue 
hues to accentuate the strong emo- 
tional depiction of the man's ques- 
tioning glance. The entire painting is 
an ooze of feeling. 
Another featured work, "Spin- 
ning," by Kevin Hays of Whitley 
County High School, also comes alive 
with emotion. The pioneer woman at 
her spinning wheel is filled with ex- 
pressions of old-folk wisdom and per- 
sistent hard work. 
Representing the more radical 
artistic view is a mixed-media work 
by Mike Taylor of Lafeyette High 
School tilled "Las Pigges." 
Exploding from a flat, city-scene 
background are several three-dimen- 
sional skateboarders, one of which is 
in the form of a duck. The skate- 
boarders are being chased by a pig 
dressed as a police officer. 
Underneath the frenzied activity 
of the skateboarders is a sign that 
reads No skateboards or nonconform- 
ity. 
The creation is a colorful, interest- 
ing mixture of painting and sculpture. 
Other mentionable works include 
an Eschcr-likc drawing titled, "Self- 
Portrait," by Shane Seals of Berea 
Community High School; "But Be- 
fore I Go," a photograph-like painting 
of wild flowers by Card Duncan of 
Boyle County High School; and 
"Expression of Thought," a beautiful 
chalk drawing of an Indian girl by 
Jennie Thorpe of Laurel County High 
School. 
These works, as well as many 
others at the exhibit, are a delight to 
the eye as well as an inspiration for the 
soul. But isn't that what genuine, 
sophisticated and worldly art is sup- 
posed to be? ■" 
Giles Gallery is open from 8 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday, 
and Sunday from 2 p.m. to 5 p-.m. 
Admission is free. 
Screaming children, sticky floors add to audience enjoyment of theaters 
Picture this. You've just spent 20 
bucks to sec the latest epic from Ste- 
ven Spiclburg. If you want a box of 
popcorn and a refreshing drink to go 
with it, that'll tack another five bucks 
onto your growing debt. 
All this for entertainment. But 
where in the name of God docs al I that 
cash go? 
Once you get into the dimly lit 
theater, you might have a few sugges- 
tions as to where some of that fortune 
could be used. 
Let's start this little endeavor by 
investing in a mop and a bucket. The 
floor is a quagmire of Ju-ju-bcs and 
sodas that, in all probability, date back 
to the Nixon administration. 
It's great if your 12-year-old 
brother is into playing Spider-Man. 
But beyond the fantasy world of your 
relatives, those floors need regular 
cleaning. 
I've gone to hundreds of theaters 
and lost thousands of nickels, dimes, 
quarters and other assorted goodies to 
the floor. 
Thai's the reason you'll never sec 
someone wearing flip-flops into the 
viewing room. Believe me, it's not a 
pretty sight. 
Where else can you spend half 
your weekly paycheck and be forced 
to fight for your shoes, children and 
any loose change. 
We expect our homes to be spot- 
less, but we'll subject ourselves to the 
horrors of sitting in a dark, oozing 
theaterwith 500 people wedon'tknow. 
Then, just as the film starts to get 
interesting, we're treated to the 
screams and bellows of the cutest, 
most harmless infant since Linda 
Blair's performance as Satan in "The 
Exorcist." 
It's at this point in my life when 
strange and devious thoughts start to 
creep into my normally rational brain- 
waves. How about sticking that beau- 
tiful babe to the floor, mouth first? 
But seriously, since that's a fate 
not even Gcraldo Rivera deserves, 
how about a good sized strip of elec- 
trical tape across the old lips? 
Better yet, wait 18 years, have a 
child of your own and follow that 
now-grown yeller into a dark theater 
-with child in tow. 
Find the most strategic seats — 
preferably directly behind the victim 
— and just as the credits begin, give 
your angel a handful of warm, plain M 
& Ms. With a little help from dad — 
the accuracy of those soft chocolates 
is amazing — the child will have 
become the pawn in a wonderful game 
of cat and mouse. 
OK, so it does seem a little rash 
and overblown to be such a stickler 
about little things like noise, sticky 
floors and prices. But where will all 
the apathy end? 
Even theater owners are aware of 
these growing problems, before each 
show, they give us the right to com- 
plain about these same incidents. Do 
we bother to take advantage of them, 
though? 
No, and as a result, we sit and 
complain to everyone around us about 
that little nuisance four rows back. 
One of these days, someone is going 
to get thrown out of the theater for 
complaining too loudly. 
That someone may very well be 
me. And the second the theater doors 
close behind me, momma's little dar- 
ling will fall fast asleep. 
With that knowledge in hand, I 
know exactly what I'll do. I'll climb 
into my car, drive to the side of Uie 
theater and lay on the horn like a sack 
of potatoes. When all's quiet, and I 
hear the faint screams from inside the 
theater, I'll drive off into the sunset— 
a smile plastered to my face. And 
momma's scream machine will he 
hitting 120 decibels with no distor- 
tion. 
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Connery shines in 'Red October.' 
By Greg Watts 
Arts^ditor 
Wften Sean Connery, a thick- 
blooSd, silky smooth voiced Irish- 
maivcan play a Russian submarine 
commander and make everyone be- 
liev£Ee really is the character in the 
film -Z- that says it all. 
'The Hunt for Red October" is a 
rare jewel of a film. Very few 
filmmakers have the gift for taking a 
best-selling thriller and turning it into 
an exciting, riveting screen adapta- 
tion. But John McTieman has done 
just that in his latest screen endeavor. 
TJje pacing of the film is deliber- 
ate and methodical. Within the first 
half-hour you and every other mem- 
ber of the audience v. ill be guessing 
whai-ihe outcome of the hunt might 
Movie Review 
'The Hunt 
For Red October" 
Rated PG 
* * * > 
be. But there's so much uncertainty in 
the middle half of the film.."just be 
ready for a few surprises. 
That's not to say the film puHs 
silly punches or that characters be- 
have like superherocs, because the 
real hero of the film is the tremendous 
Red October submarine. 
It's big. Big enough, in fact, to 
carry well over 120 fully armed tri- 
dent nuclear missiles. And it's fully 
nuclear. So just perish the thought of 
blasting it from the water. 
Connery plays an aging upper- 
class Soviet commander on the verge 
of something ominous. It comes as no 
surprise that Connery has been lik- 
ened to Cary Grant or Gregory Peck. 
His screen presence is awesome. 
The other cast members turn in 
gut-wrenching performances as well. 
Alec Baldwin, better known for his 
role as the misguided and slightly dead 
husband in "Beeilejuice," is the man 
responsible for obtaining top secret 
photos of the steel beasL 
And the job of try ing to figure out 
what's really happening is delegated 
tohim. But hecan'tseem to accept the 
responsibility, and for good reason. 
One minute he's sitting on his couch 
in London — the next minute he's 
presenting a slide lecture to the Chiefs 
of State about Red October. 
To take a Tom Clancy novel and 
turn it into something like this took a 
great deal of planning. Though "The 
Hunt For Red October" is nearly eight 
months overdue. Paramount Pictures 
has stood firm in making a potentially 
negative film. 
To better understand some of the 
events in the film, though, it would 
probably be a good idea to read 
Clancy's novel. The technical aspects 
of the submarine and its wartime uses 
leave the audience sitting in the water. 
There would be no way to explain 
these things in the lime frame of the 
movie. As it is, "The Hunt For Red 
October" clocks in at nearly two-and- 
a-half hours long. 
A weekly guide to arts & entertainment 
u Music 
The "Pops for Music's Sake" concert series featuring a prime rib 
dinner and musical selections by the university orchestra will be 
held March 9 and 10 in the Keen Johnson Ballroom at 6:30 p.m. 
Tickets are $ 16 and must be purchased in advance. 
UArt 
Henry Chodkowski, a professor of painting from U. of. L., will 
present a guest lecture and slide presentation in room 239 of the Jane 
F. Campbell Building March 13 at 3:30 p.m. The lecture is free and 
open to the public. 
Concert band thrives on emotion of live show 
By Julie Smead 
Staff Writer 
Ah, live music. 
How can it be defined appropri- 
ately enough to explain why throngs 
of people spend millions of dollars 
each year to immerse themselves in 
the harmonies of a live performance? 
Simply enough, "live" can he 
defined as "having life; not dead." 
That says it all according to Mark 
WhiUpck, assistant director of bands. 
Whidock, also an instructor of low 
bass instruments and main man in 
charge of the university'sconcert band, 
thinks live music is essentially an 
"emotional thing." 
"Music is in our lives every day," 
he said. "We can't go anywhere with- 
out hearing it." 
Whidock's concert band, a 55- 
member ensemble of university stu- 
dents and Richmond community 
members, performs live at least once 
each semester. 
'X)ur March 14 performance will 
include the pieces'Beowulf," Air For 
Band', and 'Concord,' among oth- 
ers," Whitlock said. "'Beowulf is a 
very intense piece, very dramatic.' Air 
For Band,' on the other hand, is the 
exact opposite — it's much more re- 
laxed." 
The wind and percussion en- 
semble, according to WhiUock, plays 
a wide variety of music, from marches 
to more contemporary pieces. 
"Doing something different is an 
important part of a college educa- 
tion," Whitlock said. "Even if the 
students don't understand the music, 
they can enjoy the performance by 
watching what the musicians are 
doing." 
"Facial expressions, the musician 
becoming visually emotional toward 
the music, speeding up or slowing 
down of the music due to the musi- 
cian's excitement; these are all parts 
of the live music experience," Whit- 
lock said. 
John Surgener, trumpet player and 
community member of the concert 
band, thinks a live performance of the 
band reigns superior over recorded, 
synthesized music. 
"It is a unique experience to listen 
to acoustic music as opposed to syn- 
thesized music," Surgener said. "Most 
instruments can be replicated in sound 
with the use of synthesizers, but 
somehow this takes the depth, sponta- 
neity and human warmth away from 
the music." 
Dancers shake, rattle, 
and roll for upcoming 
campus production 
Progrrurhotoky MIKE MORRIS 
for their March 14 Members of the concert band rehearse 
performance In Hiram Brock Auditorium. 
Whidock said the main goal of the   perform is a good way for the student 
concert band, for both musicians and 
spectators, is to have fun. 
'There is no competition involved 
among the musicians," Whitlock said. 
"There is no audition required to be- 
come part of the band. Competition 
can sometimes take away from the 
enjoyment of the music." 
"Coming to see the concert band 
to expose him or herself to one of the 
many forms of live entertainment 
offered here on campus," WhiUock 
said. "It may even inspire him or her to 
pick up an instrument" 
This semester the concert band wil I 
be appearing March 14 at 7:30 p.m. in 
Hiram Brock Auditorium. The con- 
cert is free of charge. 
By James Morrison 
Staff writer 
Student bodies will shake, rattle 
and roll when the university dance 
team presents its show March 9 and 
10. 
Marianne McAdani, an assistant 
professor in physical education, is 
organizing the event McAdam previ- 
ously taught at the University of 
Wisconsin at Madison for 12 years. 
This is her first year at the university 
and she finds her job teaching dance 
classes challenging. 
"You use dance when you can't 
use anything else to express an idea," 
McAdam said. 
According to McAdam, many 
people in her dance classes enjoy 
dancing for its excitement and activ- 
ity. 
"It's an expression of creativity 
for me, I enjoy doing it, and I get an 
opportunity to create," said Sandra 
Cairo, a graduate student in clinical 
psychology. Cairo is choreographing 
the modern dance acts for the per- 
formance. 
The University of Kentucky 
Dance Ensemble will be clogging — 
a style of dancing where the perform- 
ers stomp to folk music. 
Syncopated Inc., a dance com- 
pany from Lexington under the direc- 
tion of Meriah Kruse, will also per- 
form. 
"It's going to be entertaining," 
said Dave Moody, a graduate student. 
He will be perform ing a number called 
"One O'Clock Jump." Moody assists 
McAdam in teaching a social dancing 
class. 
Allison Car I ton, a senior majoring 
in adult fitness, is performing a piece 
called "Striving." 
"I've been in it three years, and I 
have enjoyed it a lot," Carlton said. 
"It's a fun company." 
The dance club has been at the 
university for about 20 years accord- 
ing to McAdam. students don't have 
to be health or physical education 
majors to join the club. 
"Anyone can learn from dance, 
and grow from involvement with it as 
an activity," McAdam said. 
The dance show will be held March 
9 and 10 at 8 p.m. in Gifford Theatre 
of the Jane F. Campbell Building. 
Admission is $2 for students and $4 
for non-students. For more informa- 
tion call 1901. 
Let Us Fill Your 
Spring Break 
Eyewear Needs 
DR. WILLIAM R. ISAACS 
Optometrist 
DR. C. L. DAVIS 
Optometrist 
DR .WILLIAM T. REYNOLDS 
Optometrist 
228 W. Main, Richmond Ky.       Open Mon - Sat 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Insurance Welcome All Brands of Contacts 
Medical Cards       ^%^^%    ~% *\ #- r\ Soft & Semi-Soft 
Credit Terms f\S   S-   S^^R Permalens 
~       Available \JCm\J    \J\J*J\J Bifocal Contacts 
~ Member of Kentucky Optometric Association 
American Travel 
Services, Inc. 
From $299.00 
♦Round Trip Air 
♦Round Trip Transfers 
♦7 Nights Hotel 
♦Cruise 
♦Beach Parties 
♦Free Lunch 
♦Free Admissions 
♦Hotel taxes & much more 
Call toll free: 
| -800-344-8360 
&awel *e< 
BRITAIN: SUMMER '90 
Travel and study in Britain this 
summer while earning EKU credit. 
Take 
"Industrialism in World Civilization" 
GSS 247, Sarah T. Johnson. 
"Shakespeare" ENG 474. 
Robert Burkhart. 
or choose from 22 other courses 
taught by faculty from other 
Kentucky Universities. 
Cost: $2495: Airfare, Room & Board.Tours, 
Brit-Rail, and   Underground passes 
APPLICATION DEADLINE:   March 30,  1990 
For more Information contact 
Prof. Sarah Johnson 622-1364 
Prof. Fred Johnson 622-2107 
Prof. Robert Burkhart 622-2117 
SPONSORED BY COOPERATIVE 
CENTER FOR STUDY IN BRITAIN. 
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Cats scrape Colonels 
The university Colonels rugby team puts forth a valiant effort during their losing gams against the University of Kentucky 
last   Saturday. 
Car show attracts area car buffs, hobbyists 
By Heather Hill 
Staff writer 
Drivers, start your engines and 
prepare yourself for Phi Kappa Tail's 
Third Annual Car Show. 
The show has categories for Cama- 
ros. Corvettes, Mustangs, Hot 
Volkswagens, authentic street rods, 
pick-up trucks, classic Buicks and 
foreign sports cars. 
This year, however, they started a 
new category for Classic cars because 
of the excellent turnout last year. 
"We had some "57 Chevys, Stude- 
bakers and even a Model TV said 
Dennie Galloway, chairman of the car 
show. 
Members of the fraternity attend 
car shows in Louisville, Lexington 
and Cincinnati and pass out flyers 
advertising their show. 
The shows are held in the Begley 
Parking Lot and there is a $10 fee to 
reserve a space for the car. 
This year they are holding their 
first Swap Meet A S10 fee will re- 
serve a space where you can bring in 
auto parts to trade or buy. 
In the past, car buffs or local gas 
station owners judged the cars. 
But this year members of the fra- 
ternity will judge for different rea- 
sons. 
"It seemed to be a little biased that 
the local judges would vote for car 
owners from Richmond and we want 
to promote the entire state of Ken- 
tucky," Galloway said. 
Galloway said it is the first car 
show of the year in this area. Most 
shows are not until June or July. It is a 
chance for car owners to bring in their 
trophies and photographs, and a chance 
to brag about their cars and get a look 
at other cars. 
"They'll bring their families with 
them," Galloway said. "You would 
not believe what a hobby this is for 
some people." 
Phi Kappa Tau hopes to raise 
$1,000 this year to give to Cardinal 
Hill Hospital in Lexington for the 
Children's Heart Foundation. 
The gates for the car show open at 
9 a.m. April 7 in Begley Lot 
=AUDIO 
DEC ENTER 
Radar Detectors from 
$80.00 ($5 off with Ad) 
Get your car 
stereo 
in shape for 
Spring Break! 
Audio Center Features 
Car Stereos and Amps 
by HiFonics, M+M, 
Savard, Concord, 
JVC, Pyle, Bazooka. 
#23  Southern Hills Plaza 
624-2515 
Tan at your convenience at our 
24 Hour Tanning 
Center 
Wolff Systems  Private Rooms 
& 
NEW BULBS 
10 visits   - $24.00 + tax 
THRIFTY DUTCHMAN 
Eastern By-Pass   623-8813 
912 Commercial Dr, 
(See Map) 
623-0331 
FOLIO'S 
PIZZA 
Pizza, Subs, Salads, Pitchers, & Frosted Mugs 
Folio's Pizza is available for private parties 
Please call Matt Foley at 623-0331 
Lg. 60oz.  Pitchers 
$2.99 
........................ Folio's 
This coupon good for a 
\ 
* FREE! % 
Small Cheese Pizza 
with any five dollar purchase 
Eipire*   3/15/90      1 coupon per party 
rs 5~ 
Commercial Dr. 1 
2 
i 
r 
All-you-can-cat 
Spaghetti 1.89 
401 Gibson Lane 
Suite A 
Richmond. 
KY 40475 
Wotfl Tanning 
Systems 
BOOK APPOINTMENTS 
ALL NEW BULBSI 
RAY-BANS 
F&OGSKIN PURSES 
PANAMA JACK 624-9351 
Organization of the Week 
Theater honorary club 
spurs exellence through 
acting, technical work 
By Ted Schultz 
Staff writer 
Alpha Psi Omega, the national 
fraternity honoring students in 
speech and theatre arts, is an or- 
ganization of excellence. 
"It's a theater honorary," said 
President Kim First "We're a 
service organization honorary. 
We have well-rounded people." 
"It's a fraternity based on ex- 
cellence," said Homer Tracy, the 
adviser for the organization. "Stu- 
dents have to have a certain grade 
point average, plus have so many 
points in certain areas of the thea- 
ter." 
Students usually cannot 
pledge Alpha Psi until the second 
semester of their sophomore year. 
By that lime they need to have 
accumulated a required number 
of points through acting in plays 
and working with stage manage 
mcnL The student must usually 
also have a minimum GPA of 2.5 
to be eligible to pledge. 
"It's based on a point sys- 
tem," Tracy said. "By the end of 
their sophomore year, they have 
to have accumulated a certain 
number of points. They take the 
number of people who have this 
number and invite them to 
pledge." 
Alpha Psi, which is not a tra- 
ditional Greek organization, uses 
the practice of pledging its mem- 
bers for one semester. During their 
pledge period, members perform 
various tasks for the fraternity 
such as redoing the chapter's 
bulletin board, painting the 
Campbell Building'sGrccn Room 
and community service activities. 
Alpha Psi is about 50 years 
old, according to Tracy, who ar- 
rived at the university in 1982. 
Tracy, a member of Alpha Psi, 
said members raise money by ush- 
ering plays, serving refreshments 
and community service. 
According to First, Alpha Psi 
has been involved with charity 
work for the Richmond Childrens 
Theatre and the Richmond Ballet. 
The chapter also helped sponsor a 
needy family over the Christmas 
holiday. 
First also said the organiza- 
tion has their annual awards cere- 
mony, the Graver Awards, at the 
end of each school year. 
The Graver Awards, where 
such honors as Best Actor, Best 
Actress and certain "Gag Awards" 
are presented, is a major money- 
maker for Alpha Psi. The money 
is then used to help fund a schol- 
arship for a freshman who shows 
potential in the area of theater. 
"We raise money for scholar- 
ships through money makers," 
Tracy said. "We're very interested 
in our scholarship program." 
Tracy said Alpha Psi doesn't 
normally put on plays as a group, 
but many of its members are in- 
volved in theater productions. 
"Most of the Alpha Psi mem- 
bers are involved in one aspect," 
he said. "They're either on stage 
or work tech for it. So every- 
body's pretty much directly busy 
with whatever play's at hand." 
Tracy said students can only 
benefit from being a member of 
an organ i zauon such as Alpha Psi, 
which helps toward preparing for 
graduation. 
"If they're in an organization, 
it has to help." he said. "You have 
to have a broad spectrum to be in 
a group like Alpha Psi. 
" Belonging is, in itself, a prepa- 
ration." 
We now 
have 
AVEDA 
Hair Care 
products! 
WET CUTS - GUYS $5 / GIRLS $8 
Anderson's 
HAIR ON MANE 
130 E. Main St. 623-2300 
Introducing: 
Free Ice Tea 
with Student 
I.D. 
f^F2-«i Free Ice Tea with Student 
I.D. 
All You Can Eat 
"FAST FEAST' 
Buffet 
Every day and night 
IRmmmflang Gquarflaiy - ITOraiirocflsiy - U Usuim. - (Djp.am 
fffffliflay smuH Oarttmntoy - HHa.an. - a®[p.an. 
•Pizza • SpaGattl •        J»**   « **, 
Breadstlcks * Dutch Apple 5>3. 19   RICHMOND 
ONLY 
624-2884 
Pie Pizza • Garlic Cheese 
sticks • Freshly Tossed 
Garden Salad * 
with this 
coupon 
- 
ATTENTION 
FACULTY 
& 
STAFF 
GET 20% OFF ANY LUNCH 
(11a.m.-2p.m.)  bring this ad 
and proof of EKU employment 
to 
Madison Gardens 
(behind new chamber of commerce) 
Don't let your nails ruin your 
Spring Break look - Our 
Sculptured nails are only $45 
(regular $50) 
Wolff Tanning System Special 
*300 minutes (use as you want) $25.95 
McCoy's Family Hair Care 
155 Keeneland Dr.   624-2126 
m We Out Shine The Sun 
fan nv-su 
Spring Break Sunfest 
Hottest bulbs in Richmond 
E.K.U.'s Largest Tanning Salon 
♦LAPS Sportswear 
♦Aloe (Jold Tanning Accelerator 
♦Wolff Beds       ♦New Bulbs 
♦Extra Cool Air Conditioned Rooms 
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Campus clips 
Tax form help given 
The mod frequently requeued an 
farms and instruction sheets are now 
available in the Documents section of 
the John Grant Crabbe Library. If a 
special form is required and no forms 
are available, me staff will assist you 
in locating one. Copies may be made 
for 5 cents per page on me horary 
copiers. 
Scholarship available 
Phi Delia Kappa will sponsor a schol- 
arship of SI25 to a graduate student 
who is enrolled full ome bus semes 
ter Applications may be picked up in 
Combs 423 or Wallace 312. For more 
information contact Elotse Warming 
at 1057. 
Center offers tutoring 
The Writing/Reading Center is now 
offering free tutoring to all university 
students from 8 ajn to 4:30 pjn. 
Mondays through Fridays and until 8 
pas. on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. 
Students are encouraged to call for an 
appointment or just walk.-in. For fur- 
ther information contact Margaret 
Dean at 6191. 
Abortion rally planned 
A group from the Cathobc Newman 
Center will go to a march in Washing- 
ion D.C. April 27-29. For more infor- 
mation contact Christie at 2813. 
midrncf hall onecaore. Appakjtiuns 
are available m the Beckham Rea- 
dence Program office. For more mfor - 
maooncall 2077. 
Dinner planned 
havinga Spnghetn dinner ban S-TJO 
pm March 13. The cost of the 
•ill be S3 for adults m 
Sl.S0forcnildron.For 
uon caU 623-9400. 
Sigma Xi holds lecture 
Sigma Xi will hold as mectmg at 7 
pjn. Mack 13 m Moore 123. Durmg 
the meeung. Dr. Dan Vamey will give 
a presentation titled The Tail Fescue 
Gras Eadoprryv and Its Effects on the 
Animals that Consume It." For more 
information call Dr. Charles Elbot at 
1531. 
Carpenters for hire 
The university Construction Club is 
now offering ID do minor electrical 
work, piumbaog. mm and fausfc.roof. 
landscaping/decks, dry wafl I 
and small out-buudmg work for i 
anajJUB rates. For more 
call Richard Booker a 3232. 
Casino help needed 
Members of ane Reaidonce Hal Aaao- 
ciaooa are k»aiag for —— with 
Night. April 3. Anyone wa* mforma 
dMeaad»at52SX 
^rj0 Support group meets 
The Rtcaanoad Abaeaaaer's WMpPB 
group wiH meet at 7:15 pav an Mar 
8 ■ the Frt Caraoaa Churc* The 
aaeoingsareneBgnediDl 
coa»*iaedaboBtoriMiaa,naa' 
of Alzheuuerv For 
uon. call Ptany Beaaaag at 623-4906 
or Nancy Goran at 369^ 5881 
Study in Spain offered 
The Kentucky laoaidc for European 
i will be apoasonai 
m Italy and Spam. For ■ 
boa. cal Kara Spears at 1641 
Conference planned 
Students for Christ will be J 
a a half-day 
•Preparmg  for  Spiritual  Sciences" 
from 1230 pm -5 pja. on Mar. 10 in 
thel 
Positions still available 
Applications are still being accepted 
for residence hall positions for the 
1990-91 school year. Interviews for 
the positions must be arranged with 
Positions offered 
Applications are now bang accepted 
for the oa-campus summer progiam 
Upward Bound. To be eligible, appii 
cants must have a 25 cumulative GPA 
and be an upcoming junior, senior or 
graduate tSjaJtal Applications are 
available in Begley 500 arm ate Stu- 
dent Services Office ■ Powell 128. 
serv- 
Tutoring for kids held 
Lambda Sigai 
society it now offering I 
ices for the children of stadeats en- 
rolled at ahe mtrversay. Heap is avail- 
abte from 6-7 pai. Mar. gin room 327 
of the Wallace Building. Members 
wilbeavaUabkfdrasaistaBce in any 
area of study 
P^Ttm ftom fry JONATHAN ADAMS 
Fast talkin' 
of Beta Tneta PI fratamHy nolle It a phone pledget 
during the 1990 Phonottaon. 
Report says 
no pledging 
agreement 
made public 
Progress staff report 
rigNaaajnrhtal fraa-nubriaa* 
made an agree anew to end the practice 
of pledge, and ID allow new 
cU of Higher 
of the 
bytheCoun- 
s article, ate prea- 
de- 
cafcd 
a 
SL 
held two 
the fimnmki 
in the 
of 
Alpha Phi Alpha. Omega Pa Phi. 
Kappa Alpha Psi and Pm Beta Sigma 
The aoronbes of Alpha Kappa Alpha. 
Zeta Phi Beta and 
Rao; 
Kelly West, . 
Kappa Alpha aoronty, 
ing offers a chance for i 
» get to know 
sorority. We 
even if they pass u," he and 
body wants anybody to just' 
Town & Country 
Rentals 
One and Two Bedroom Apartments Available 
FOXHAVEN 
Contact T & C Rentals 
200 S 2nd St. 624-2796 
Got A Place 
To Rent? 
Advertise it in the April 5 issue of OFFBEAT, 
the new Progress magazine. This issue will feature 
a guide to Richmond apartment hunting and stories 
on landlord-tenant relations, decorating ideas, 
and the pros and cons of off campus living. 
Each spot costs $10. Space is limited. To reserve a spot on 
our special rental guide page, call Beth Leppert at 622-1872. 
Deadline noon Friday. March 30. 
The Sisters of Alpha Delta Pi 
would like to congratulate their 
1990 Spring Pledges 
. 
Grand Opening Celebrationl 
COME HELP US CELEBRATE OUR NEW RICHMOND MALL LOCATION 
1/2 PRICE RAYBANS 
SPRING BREAK WEEK (MARCH  12 - 16) 
SUPER SPECIALS! 
Drink CoolerJ^ 
sr 
Vouc cho*c« ol Ray-a*n product. 
ABSOLUTELY FWE£ 
i ih»>mhiii at anj Mr aHaay 1 
Painter's Cap 
Key Tag 
Now with TWO locations to serve you. 
madison optical 
240 Geri Lane   623-0303     Richmond Mall 
Earn Some Extra Cash 
For Your Spring Break By 
Donating Plasma At 
© plasma alliance 
COMMITTED TO AUTOPHERSIS 
THE FASTEST SAFEST WAY TO 
DONATE PLASMA 
0 plasma 
0 plasma 
Located on Oxford Circle off Versailles Road 
only 30 minutes from the EKU campus 
Committed to being the best 
Extra Bonus 
Receive $20 on your 1st visit 
when you donate during our 
student hours 
Call for more information 
(EKU ID required) 
Monday - Thursday 7 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
Friday 7 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Saturday - Sunday 8:30 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
p plasma alliance 
^2043 Oxford Circle 
Lexington, KY 40504 
__ ./ 
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One on One 
College b-ball 
is business, 
not a game 
College basketball's "March Mad- 
ness" has begun — literally. 
North Carolina State's basketball 
program is under investigation for 
point-shaving. Its head coach Jim 
Valvano's resignation has been asked 
by many — except N.C. Stale. 
The University of Maryland's 
men's basketball program will be 
banned from post-season play next 
season and 1992 for 18 NCAA rules 
violations committed during former 
head coach Bob Wade's three-year 
tenure. 
The University of Illinois basket- 
ball program is being investigated for 
allegedly giving big-money to a re- 
cruit. 
The front-runner for Kentucky's 
coveted Mr. Basketball title. Dwayne 
Morton, was ruled ineligible to play at 
the University of Louisville following 
a recruiting violation by the parties in- 
volved. The decision is in appeal. 
U of L swingman Jerome Harmon 
was suspended twice from the team 
for not being able to And the class- 
room. 
And tragically. Hank Gathers, a 
Loyola-Mary mount player who led 
the nation in both scoring and re- 
bounding last season, collapsed dur- 
ing a West Coast Conference Tourna- 
ment game Sunday and was later 
pronounced dead. 
All of this college basketball 
"madness" is being thrust upon the 
college follower just as the road to the 
Final Four is supposed to start finding 
some direction. 
As I pondered the thought of 
writing a column about the problems 
of college basketball during a week in 
March in which the most exciting part 
of the college basketball season 
begins, I was informed of Gathers' 
death. 
Gathers' death is sad but ironic. It 
capped off a week of events in the 
college hoops world which just 
seemed to take out of perspective 
what college basketball really is — a 
game. 
But instead of trying to shoot the 
ball into a basket, the game has be- 
come one of strategic maneuvers in 
which schools and coaches try to 
capture that prize All-American re- 
cruit who will lead his team to a 
national championship and the univer- 
sity to financial stability. 
Winning is important in college 
basketball today. Losing could cost 
you hundreds of thousands of dollars 
and possibly cutbacks in a school's 
. athletic program. 
It is not the winning which has 
college basketball so screwed up. It is 
an amateur system which does not 
' conform with the professional atmos- 
phere college basketball acquired 
during the money-hungry 1980s. 
This atmosphere is no more evi- 
dent than in the Morton incident. 
Morton, an 18-year-old high 
- school senior, was told he couldn't go 
to the school he chose because of a 
rule which governs the name of col - 
. lege basketball. In essence, the NCAA 
has made a personnel decision under 
an obscure rule which is buried in the 
many NCAA rules of the game. 
Suppose I worked at The Courier- 
Journal and decided to break one of 
the paper's rules, like dating a 
reporter from The Lexington Herald- 
Leader, and I was fired. The Courier- 
. Journal would have made a personnel 
decision based on the rules which 
; govern the paper. My career will be 
drastically changed because of the 
paper's decision — so will Morton's 
because of the NCAA ruling. 
Either these kids are going to have 
to grow up a little faster or the NCAA 
needs to realize it is not the oversee- 
ing body of the game any longer. The 
game is now a business. If the NCAA 
and the colleges don't revamp the 
structure of the rules system which' 
governs college basketball, there will 
be more NCAA investigators than 
players at the NCAA Division I men's 
. basketball tournament. 
If the colleges, conferences and 
now corporate sponsors want to treat 
college basketball as a business, 
which in its current state it is, and not 
a game, then set it up so the players, 
coaches and parents understand 
they're not walking into an amuse- 
ment park — they're walking into 
sheer "Madness." 
Sports 
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Colonels advance in OVC tourney 
Eastern defeats 
fifth-seeded 
MTSU 65-52 
By Clint Riley 
Sports editor 
Fourth-seeded Eastern went on a 8-0 run 
in the final two minutes to pace the Colonels 
to a 65-52 victory over fifth-seeded Middle 
Tennessee Stale in Saturday's first-round 
game of the Ohio Val ley Conference Tourna- 
ment in Richmond. 
The Colonels, with their slowed down 
"Mongoose" offense, frustrated the MTSU 
defense and opened up good shots for the 
Colonels most of the night. 
Eastern sank 23 of 24 free throws, a 
whopping 96 percent, and made 6 of 7 three- 
point shots to move their record to 12-16. 
Meanwhile, the Blue Raiders went 7 of 11 
from the line and put the ball up 15 times from 
three-point-land, managing to sink only three. 
MTSU finished their season at 12-16. 
"We just really played well," Colonels' 
first-year head basketball coach Mike Pollio 
said. "That's all there is to it." 
"We're not a particularly good free throw 
shooting team, but we had the best free throw 
shooters up there," he said. 
MTSU, which had started the season in a 
slump, won five of its final six games to move 
up to the fifth-seed in the tournament. During 
that period, MTSU averaged 97 points per 
game. 
"We had the tempo set the way we wanted 
to," Pollk) said. 
Eastern's tempo of play has given the 
Blue Raiders problems all season. In the first 
meeting between the two Jan. 29 in Richmond. 
the Colonels grabbed a 67-51 victory over 
MTSU. Then in Murfreesboro, Tenn. Feb. 
10, the Colonels shut down MTSU 81-66. 
Although Pollio admitted his team's 
cadence of play has given MTSU problems 
all year, he said he has been in coaching long 
enough to know there is no such thing as a 
sure thing in college basketball. 
"After 25 years I've learned not to expect 
anything—or expect everything," he said. 
The last time the Colonels swept the Blue 
Sports briefs 
■   BASEBALL: The University of Cincinnati 
came to Richmond and out-hit the Colonels Tuesday. But 
Eastern used their hits more efficiently and capitilized on 
four Bearcat errors to win the contest by a 7-2 final. 
Two run homers by Stancil Morse and John Lorms 
created the tarty lead for the Colonels. Lorms homered 
after Jay Johnson doubled on a hit down the third base 
line, which struck third base on K"e way to the outfield. 
Johnson doubled twice in the game. 
Ron Spears had a pair of singles in the game for 
Eastern. 
The Colonels scored on a wild pitch and a sacrifice fly 
to add to the lead over the struggling Bearcats. 
Eastern gained seven runs on only seven hits for the 
game. Cincinnati had nine hits, but could only manage two 
runs. The Colonels committed two errors in nine innings of 
play. 
Pitcher Doug Simpson got the win, striking out seven in 
six innings work. 
Robert league closed out the final three innings giving 
up no runs and striking out four in relief. 
I   Former Eastern football player Oscar Anguk) has been 
gaining attention recently. Not for his football exploits, but 
for his new career as a baseball player in the minor league 
spring-training camp of the Chicago White Sox. While at 
the camp in Sarasota, Fla., Angulo has gained attention 
and compliments from White Sox general manager Larry 
Himes. Angulo worked with the Atlanta Falcons football 
team in spring practices last spring. 
H   FIELD HOCKEY: The university field hockey 
team travelled to Ball State University last weekend to 
compete in a double elimination indoor hockey tournament. 
The Colonels made it to the finals before losing to host Ball 
State. 
Saturday the team will host an all day indoor field 
hockey tournament in Weaver Gymnasium. Eastern will 
play host to two teams from the University of Toledo, two 
from Miami of Ohio, as well as a team from Ohio University, 
Bellarmine College and Overland College. 
Play will begin at 8 a.m. with pool play to determine 
seeds. Once seeds have been determined teams will play 
throughout the day. 
The championship game is scheduled to be played at 
8:30 p.m. 
■ QUOTE OF THE WEEK: Th. mother of 
prep basketball star Dwayne Morton, who was recently 
banned from playing collegiate ball at the University of 
Louisville due to recruiting violations, gave this response to 
thoughts of her son landing at the University of Kentucky. 
"Are you kidding? You've turned my kld't dream 
upside down." 
Progress photo fry BILL LACKEY 
Senior Mike Davis drrves for a lay-up during Saturday's first-round Ohio Valley 
Conference Tournament gams In Paul S. McBrayer Arena. 
Raiders was during the 1978-79 season, when 
they last advanced to NCAA postseason play. 
Although the score was no indication. 
Eastern was never able to put the Blue Raid- 
ers away until the very end. 
Eastern's defense kept MTSU's offense 
on the perimeter at the close of the first half 
and did not allow the Blue Raiders a chance 
to get off a final shot before halftime. The 
Colonels took a 31-29 lead into the locker 
room. 
MTSU senior guard Gerald Harris came 
out of the locker room lo drop in the first 
basket of the second-half to tie the game at 
31-31. That was as close as the game would 
be the rest of the way. 
With 11:30 left, the Colonels expanded 
their lead to 48-38 on a three-point shot from 
sophomore reserve guard Kirk Greathouse. 
Greathouse sank 3 of 4 three-pointers to 
finish as the game's leading scorer with 15 
points. 
Another reserve, freshman guard Chris 
Brown, also made a big contribution. Brown, 
in 19 minutes of playing lime, was a perfect 6 
of 6 from the foul li ne and wen 12 of 3 from the 
field lo finish with 11 points. 
"At the beginning of the year we thought 
we were really in trouble with our bench," 
Pollio said. 'Tonight I thought our bench did 
an outstanding job," he said. "I have tremen- 
dous faith in about nine or ten of them now." 
"The problem is now trying to get every- 
one in that's playing well," he said 
Despite strong bench play and a 10-point 
lead, the Colonel could not finish off a deter- 
mined MTSU squad. 
At the 6:12 mark Blue Raider senior for- 
ward Kevin Wallace pulled up and hit a three- 
point jumper to bring MTSU within two at 
52-50. 
But then the Colonels' defense really 
began to play and the free throws just seemed 
to find their way into the basket for Eastern. 
The Colonels came up with defensive 
rebounds on MTSU's final three shots of the 
game. Senior Colonel forward Mike Davis, 
who finished with 10 points and lOrebounds. 
put the exclamation point on the win for 
Eastern when he slammed in the game's final 
basket with : 16 seconds left 
"I really thought that was the key— De- 
fense. We really stopped them down the 
stretch," Pollio said. 
Following the game Pollio was full of 
compliments for not just his players, but his 
coaches and opponents (dike. 
"I want to compliment Bruce Steward 
for turning his team around. They were 1-5 in 
the conference and finished 5-7. I'm glad we 
don't have to go back down there," Pollio 
said. 
"It was nice to win in front of our home 
people one more time," he said. 
Jhings to do before leaving for 
SPRING BREAK '90 
ASK MOM AND DAD FOR SOME 
EXTRA "EMERGENCY' MONEY. 
STOP BY STORE AND PICK UP 
PLENTY OF "BEVERAGES/' 
STOP BY CAMPUS CONNECTION 
FOR GREEK/EKU CLOTHING AND 
ACCESSORIES 
SORORITIES      i   FRATERNITIES 
Get a shirt with lettering Get a snlrt with lettering 
and get a and get a hat with 
your letters for 
1/2 PRICE 
Expires 3-16-90 
Nautical bumper sticker 
Expires 3-16-90 
Buy an EKU shirt 
and get EKU earrings 
7   or pennant 
25% OFF 
GREEK/EKU 
GLASSWARE 
Arriving soon 
AXQ and KAT 
accessories! 
mnm 
CONNECTION 
Located in the Richmond Mall   623-8260 
Mm>    Sat   10 00 
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Inman applies to Vandy; 
loses out to Hoolahan 
By dint Riley 
Sports editor 
Eastern's second-year women's basket- 
ball coach Larry Inman placed his name in the 
hai for the athletic director's position at Van- 
dcrbilt University in Nashville, Tenn. How- 
ever late Tuesday Vanderbilt named 39-year 
old Paul Hoolahan, an associate athletic di- 
rector at North Carolina since 1985, to Till the 
position. 
Inman applied for the position, currently 
held by Roy Kramer, after friends of his in 
Nashville urged him to do so. Kramer has 
turned in his resignation but has not yet left his 
post to become the new commissioner of the 
Southeastern Conference. 
"I think it's something, as a professional 
individual, that if they (Vanderbilt support- 
ers) thought enough of me to call me and ask 
me to apply, then I should make the applica- 
tion for the position.'' 
However Inman said, "I'm not aggres- 
sively seeking that position.'' 
"But I'm leaving the door open,'' he said. 
Before taking over as the Colonels' head 
coach, Inman served as the account manager 
for Consolidated Freight Ways, the largest 
trucking company in the south- 
Outside of athletics Inman was also a 
regional manager for an insurance company. 
But prior to working at Consolidated 
Freight Ways, Inman was the head women's 
basketball coach at Middle Tennessee Slate 
from 1978-86. During his tenure he compiled 
a 161-73 record as well as capturing four Ohio 
Valley Conference regular season titles and 
three OVC tournament titles. 
Bcforthcadingto the college ranks Inman 
coached Mount Juliet (Tenn.) High School to 
a 126-24 record from 1973-78 as well as a 
Class AAA state championship title in 1977. 
Inman has also coached football, cross 
country and men's basketball. 
"I don't ever want to get away from athlet- 
ics again," Inman said. "I always want to stay 
around the young people, cither as an athletic 
director or as a coach." 
Inman said a person like himself, with a 
business and athletic background, is what the 
future holds for athletic administrators. 
"There is a lot more to athletic directing 
and athletics than teams that play," Inman 
Larry Inman 
said. "Nowadays, more so than ever before, 
the corporate people are so involved in athlet- 
ics." 
Inman said while in Nashville he was 
involved with more than 400 corporate people 
and today with the need for big funding in 
athletics—-connections help when it comes to 
directing corporate dollars to a program. 
But Inman said the main draw for him to 
become an athletic director is the opportunity 
to help more people. 
"You would be able to affect more people's 
lives than a coach. You'll be able to help a lot 
more young people," Inman said. "And from 
that standpoint I feel I would have a lot to offer 
from that realm of athletic administration." 
"I love the game. I love coaching. I'm the 
type of individual that would not be one of 
these desk type administrators, I want to be 
actively involved in all facets of athletics," 
Inman said. 
I'd want to know the coaches. I'd want to 
know the players I'd want to know what I had 
to do as an athletic administrator to see to it 
that we could achieve what they want to 
achieve as coaches and players," he said. 
"I'd want to be a force in that." 
Not talent, but 'heart' drives Sinclair 
By Jeremy D. Bonfiglio 
Staff writer 
When Aric Sinclair first picked up a 
basketball, he was 7 years old and living in 
Jacksonville, Fla. He never thought he 
would end up using that ball to go to 
Eastern. 
Sinclair isa trans- 
fer student from Flor- 
ida Community Col- 
lege in Jacksonville, 
Fla. Recruited by for- 
mer Colonel  head 
basketball   coach 
Max Good, he gradu- 
ated from the com-   Sinclair 
munity college and wanted to continue 
playing basketball and to further his edu- 
cation. 
"I liked the atmosphere here." Sinclair 
said "The people are very down to earth 
and friendly here." 
Before Sinclair could enroll at Eastern, 
he had to take an exit exam at Florida 
Community College. According to Sin- 
clair, Florida is the only place that you 
have to take an exam to be able to transfer 
out Sinclair had trouble with the test and 
had to sit out last season. 
However, he did not give up. Sinclair 
kept in shape and prepared for the season 
by playing intramural basketball. 
"It was disappointing to have to sit out. 
I think I was off beat at the beginning of the 
season because of it," Sinclair said. 
The setback did not hinder him for very 
long though. Sinclair has exploded to 
become the leading scorer for the Colonels 
this season. In a win over Middle Tennes- 
see and a loss to Tennessee Tech., Sinclair 
scored 35 points. He shot 14 of 25 field 
goals and also collected 11 rebounds for 
the Colonels. He was named the Ohio 
Valley Conference newcomer of the week 
for this performance. 
"He has contributed in a number of 
ways," said Mike Potlio. Colonel head 
basketball coach. "He provides leadership, 
and he is our best defender." 
Sine lair isapolice administration major 
who is set to graduate before next season 
begins. He does however have a year of 
eligibility left. Will he stay and play or 
graduate and go? 
According to Sinclair, his plans for 
next year include: Colonel basketball. 
"As of now, I am planning on coming 
Progrts, photo by MIKE MORRIS 
Sinclair, a junior forward from Jacksonville, Fla., la the Cotoneta leading 
scorer this season averaging 11.6 points and 4.8 rebounds a game. 
back to help take the OVC title next sea- 
son," Sinclair said. 
What makes Sinclair such a valuable 
asset is not necessarily his ability. 
"He doesn't have an over-abundance 
of talent," Pollio said, "but he does have an 
over-abundance of heart" 
"I have a lot of determination," Sin- 
clair said. 
Although Sinclair was recruited by 
Good, he feels Pollio has helped his play. 
"He's a real hardnosed coach," Sin- 
clair said. "He wouldn't win any popular- 
ity contests but he makes you work out 
there." 
Pollio demonstrated his "hardnosed" 
coaching style to Sinclair recently when he 
suspended him for a game due to a curfew 
violation. 
"I decided to go to a party," Sinclair 
said. "It was just an immature mistake that 
I made. You don'trealize the consequences 
when you are having fun." 
The suspension is over and Sinclair is 
now back where be belongs, on the court 
to play with that determination he is known 
for in the hunt to help the Colonels capture 
an OVC title. 
Eastern 
By-Pass BONANZA 623-6133 
"BREAK THE FAST FOOD HABIT' 
Includes FMUS Soft Serve and Desserts 
AAn 
i    Freshtastiks Food Bar   i 
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BONANZA PRESENTS 
IGREEK NIGHT! 
Every Wednesday after 4p.m., wear 
your fraternity or sorority letters and 
get your choice of deals. 
$1.00 OFF 
ANY DINNER 
or a 
FREE DRINK 
Freshlasllks ftwd
v rTe c | 
Chicken Fried Steak     , 
■ S 1.99***-**"'"* c-r:,~'.'L«. ■ 
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Baseball team snags first win 
by spllting with W. Carolina 
Pnpts, pfcxoky LESLIE YOUNG 
Sophomore Derek Schaef er returns the ball with a forehand during a match played over the weekend 
on the Greg Adams tennis courts. Schaefer has replaced Duane Lundy at the No, 1 sing lee position. 
Men's tennis split weekend matches 
Progress staff report 
The Eastern men's tennis team 
split two of four matches over the 
weekend in tournament play at the 
Greg Adams Indoor Tennis Center 
in Richmond. 
The team, led by sophomores 
John McDaniel and Derek Schaefer, 
opened strong on Friday by defeat- 
ing Youngstown State by a score of 
6-3. Later in the day the Colonels 
would run into a snag when Ferris 
State trounced them 8-1, leaving 
the Colonels with two more days to 
redeem themselves. 
Eastern returned to the courts 
on Saturday only to see another 
influx of misfortune as they dropped 
an 8-1 dual match to Lincoln Me- 
morial. McDaniel was the only 
Colonel to win for the day. 
Coming off a pair of 8-1 losses 
in the tournament the Colonels 
prepared for a Sunday matchup with 
Wright State in hope of regaining 
some of their lost respectability. 
Eastern swept the lesser talented 
Raiders 9-0 and concluded the 
weekend with a 2-2 mark. 
ftaaeljaidy.itaColonels'No. 
1 seeded player this season, sat out 
(he tournament due to shoulder 
problems. 
Shaefer has taken over the No. 1 
position on the leam in Lundy's 
absence and was eked by Higgms 
for his excellent play over the 
weekend. 
By Jeremy D. Bonfiglio 
Staff writer 
After being swept in a four-game 
series against the No. 7 nationally 
ranked Georgia Tech Yellowjackeu, 
Eastern's baseball team traveled to 
Western Carolina still thirsting for the 
taste of vie lory this season. 
The Colonels quenched their thirst 
over the weekend as they split a four- 
game series with Western Carolina. 
"The thing we feel good about is 
our offense,' Colonel coach Jim Ward 
said. "We were hitting real well." 
"Our problem [over the week- 
end] was with our pitching and our 
pitching depth," Ward said. 
The four-game series was sup- 
posed to be stretched over 3 days. 
However Friday's game was rained 
out so the teams played a double- 
header both on Saturday and Sunday. 
Game one: Eastern 9. Western 
Carolina* 
The Colonels came out hot both 
on offense and defense in the opening 
game Saturday. 
Freshman outfielder Stancil Morse 
hit a grand-slam home run in the first 
inning to add to the Colonels early 1- 
0 lead. Eastern led the game until 
Western Carolina rallied in the third 
inning to tie the game at 6-6. The 
Colonels added 3 more runs in the 
fourth inning to put the game away. 
Morse was two for two on the day 
adding a single later in the game. Shea 
Wardwell , a junior outfielder, also 
contributed to the Colonel attack with 
three hits Saturday. 
Jason Schira was the winning 
pitcher working four innings with four 
strikeouts, giving up seven hits. Robert 
Teague recorded the save pitching 
three innings, surrendering only three 
hits. 
Game two: Western Carolina 
25, Eastern 7 
Western Carolina seemed to take 
out their frustrations in the second 
game of the day while Eastern's pitch- 
ing game seemed to let them. 
Eastern started off as hot as the 
opener that day leading 5-2 in the 
second inning, the only similarity to 
the first game. Western Carolina 
scored 12 runs in the fourth inning and 
then just kept scoring. Matt Raleigh, a 
sophomore third baseman, led West- 
ern Carolina with five RBI's. 
Eastern used pitchers Doug 
Simpson, Robert Teague, Tim 
Ferguson. Lance Neal, and Denny 
Humphrey to stop Western Carolina— 
but it was of no use. Simpson was re- 
corded as the losing pitcher. 
Game threerEastera 8, West- 
ern Carolina 7 
In what was the closest game of 
the series the Colonels came back in 
extra innings to win the first of two 
games played Sunday. 
Western Carolina led 4-3 in the 
second inning when the Colonels ral- 
lied in the third adding three runs to 
make it 6-4 in favor of Eastern. Then 
Western Carolina tied the game at 6-6 
in the fifth inning. The score remained 
tied at the end of the scheduled seven 
innings of play. 
In extra innings Western Carolina 
took the lead in the ninth. The Colo- 
nels came back as Wardwell scored 
the winning RBI. The hit was one of 
two on the day for Wardwell. Jay 
Johnson. Gregg Mucerino, and Brad 
McDaniels all contributed with two 
hits Sunday. 
Game four: Western Carolina 
10, Eastern 3 
The second game Sunday was 
much like the second game of the 
previous day—it was all Carolina. 
Freshman Joe Vogelgesang tried 
to fight off Western Carolina but was 
unsuccessful as Western scored nine 
runs in the fourth inning and never 
looked back. The Colonel offense 
could not get anything on the score- 
board until late in the game. It was 
apparent that it was too little too late 
when they scored twice in the seventh 
inning on home runs by Wardwell and 
Jay Johnson. 
HAPPY SPRING BREAK 
AnY fOKOA   r\ff\     Your choice w/coapon 
Swimsuit   l^°/0  OHJ      Limit 1 -expires 4/10/90 
1A  nr.iff ._ Visits  imiM   lit- 
10 Wo ff ($15.00   Oil) usedbe.  
Tanning visits 4/30/90 
Any pair 
of shoes ($5.00 off) 
Minimum $20 purchase 
Limit one 
mnlTM 4/lO/QO  
20°/o Additional off Coupon cxpin s 
rm-ns/womens winter clearance 1/10/90 
vrui 
The College 
Shop EKU By-Pass 
624-2727 
LK MOTEL 
Students - Come Stay With Us ! 
* Special Student Rates 
* Great Cable TV 
* Meeting Rooms Available 
* Free Local Phone Calls 
Eastern By-Pass   623-8126 
(emm 
University Centerboard Presents 
[Ci^frRl 
VARIETY EXTRAVAGANZA 
MONDAY, MARCH 26,7:30 PM   BROCK AUDITORIUM 
llUYVIKIIi 
America's Favorite Variety Show! 
TUESDAY, MARCH 27,7:30 PM   BROCK AUDITORIUM 
Mainslreel bursts with high energy 
music and choreography crafted with 
colorful costume changes, comedy, 
and spectacular staging and effects! 
Mainslreel is completely self-con- 
tained with piano/synthesizer, bass, 
guitar, and drums, as well as state- 
of-the-art sound and lighting. 
Mainslreel is non-stop variety en- 
tertainment at its best! This group 
of seven singers/dancers and four 
musicians have been sweeping the 
country and claiming the spotlight 
at premier fairs, festivals, special 
events, resorts, hotels, corporate 
events and more. 
Audiences love this fast-paced mu- 
sical journey through yesteryear's 
favorite songs to today's hottest hits. 
The revue show covers everything 
from Broadway hits, country, and 
jazz, to light rock, with abilities to 
customize a show to a specific theme. 
Cl-.NTF.R 
"WOW! Amlgo's performance was sensational!"—Eastern New Mexico University 
"Four stars for Amigo!"—Mlnot State University, North Dakota 
INTERNATIONAL TOURING SENSATION 
ADMISSION: »1 EACH NIGHT • OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
LB9AKl) 
